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hose who prefer to watch their favourite films

unedited, extended, or in their original aspect

ratios, have traditionally been poorly served by

television. Unless, of course, they are Hammer
enthusiasts.

Channel 4 has already given us Scope versions

of The Devi7-Sh/p Pirates and She. as well as a

widescreen presentation of The Reptile - all films

presently unavailable in their original formats.

Satellite channel Bravo has gone one further. The
'

recent 'Christopher Lee - Unmasked and Dangerous'

season came complete with fascinating introductions

from the man himself. Hot on the heels of this comes

the news that Bravo has purchased the 1980 series

Hammer House of Horror for screening this summer.

For those who missed them first time round, the

thirteen episodes are pure essence of Hammer and well

worth watching.

The video distributors, on the other hand, just don’t

seem to be coming up with the goods. Although

Lumiere had the best intentions, an edited version of

their widescreen Dracula Prince of Darkness recently

slipped through the net, disappointing those who’d

hoped to see the uncensored version of Barbara

Shelley’s staking. 1 was dismayed to learn that Warner

Brothers’ forthcoming series of horror videos includes

prints of films such as Taste t/ic Blood of Dracula and

The Wicker Man that are significantly shorter than

those recently screened on television. Where films

have been lost, or extra footage is difficult to trace, a

compromise is acceptable. But where there have been

such high-profile precedents with such important films,

it is unfortunate that we re being denied the

opportunity to watch them as they were intended to

be seen.

Hammer's history has been plagued by censorship

problems. It’s sad that, as their work finds a new

audience on video, little seems to have changed.

Marcus Hearn

Editor For subscription details

sec page 33.
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T
he biggest news of recent weeks was Christopher Lee's

return to Bray Studios for the recording of a new documentary.

Alan Barnes was there . .

.

A S yet another aeroplane rocketing

out of Heathrow drowns out the

sound of his voice, Christopher Lee

raises his eyes heavenward and prepares

for a second take. What with the noise

from the flightpath directly overhead, the

regular chuffing of boats passing along

the banks of the rural Thames, and the

incessant chirping of birdsong, it’s a

wonder anyone would choose to make

movies in such a place. But they do, ^

and they did. For we’re at Down Place,

Bray Studios, Berkshire, Hammer’s

famed House of Horror. And it's not

terribly quiet. “We had it thirty-seven

years ago," murmurs Lee, "and it hasn’t

changed . .

The reason for Mr Lee’s return on this

bright April afternoon, some thirty years after

shooting his last Hammer to be made at this

complex, is his hosting of a forthcoming American

video documentary. One Hundred Years of Horror.

Helming the project is the wiry and effusive Ted

Newsom, also responsible for last year’s Hammer
commemoration. Flesh and Blood. One Hundred

Years, as its title suggests, stretches its bounds

considerably further, condensing into a planned

two hours a century’s worth of celluloid terror.

Footing the bill for this celebration are Passport

International Productions: included will be a

wealth of clips and archive material (including

rarely-seen interviews with Bela Lugosi, Carroll

Borland and John Carradine), plus contributions

from such luminaries as Roger Corman, Sam
Arkoff, many of the Hammer 'family', and

descendants of the Universal greats (Sarah

Karloff, Ron Chaney, Bela

Lugosi Jr). "Anybody who’s

anybody in the genre,”

promises producer/director

Newsom.

So here we are at Bray,

as Lee revisits many of the

spots around the main

house once pressed into

service as the background

for many classic Hammer
scenes - the colonnade

and French windows he

crashed through in The

Mummy, the Baron’s garret

skylight in The Curse of

Frankenstein. (He also



stops next door by the very familiar frontage of

Oakley Court, as seen in The i?epff/e and The J?ocfey

Horror Picture Show.) Lee’s bridging commentary is

well-researched and witty; between takes, he fills

in the blanks, informing the crew of the correct

pronunciation of ‘Tutankhamun’, the habits of Papa

Doc’ Duvalier and the Tonton Macoute, the nuances

of Castilian Spanish. Urbane and knowledgeable, his

^voicc is - impossibly - even more resonant and

commanding in the flesh than one might imagine.

“It was very emotional,” Christopher Lee told us

when work on the the documentary was completed.

"The day was full of memories. Some very happy

memories and some very sad ones, so far as so many

of the people who were all a part of Hammer’s

success have gone.

“The places that were so familiar to me are now,

as far as 1 can see, being used for totally different

purposes. When I went inside, I said to the woman
who runs the studio, ‘Do you see that little corridor,

the one that leads out to the garden? That was one of

our sets.' She couldn’t believe it!”

Newsom hopes to work with Lee again, possibly on

an in-deveiopment project documenting the stormy

relationship between Dracula creator Bram Stoker and

renowned theatrical actor Henry Irving, long thought

to have been parodied by Stoker in his description of

the Count. For now, however, he has a formidable

editing job in cutting together One Hundred Years of

Horror. With the perfect host in the form of the

incandescent Lee, the omens, it must be said, are

very good indeed.

,
author of the

forthcoming 4 History of Horrors:

The Rise and Fall of the House of

Hammer, is cast away on our

imaginary desert isiand.

Underrated, misunderstood, and cut to

pieces on both sides of the pond - Hammer's most ambitious Gothic is a rich and

elegant study of Victorian social mores. The film’s lack of a transformation scene left

critics of the opinion that there was nothing else of value - wrong: a vibrant musical

score. Jack Asher s usual lush photography. Christopher Lee’s second-best performance

for Hammer (his best being To the Devi/ ... a Daughter), and the most literate script

the company ever filmed. Then there's that snake-dance!

Brian Donlevy powers his way through the role of Quatermass with his trenchcoat

unruffled. Val Guest’s direction and James Bernard's apocalyptic score give the film's

doomsday scenario a relentless, kinetic energy. With its clipped dialogue and frenetic

pacing, (i2 is as engrossing today as w'hen it was first shown. An absolute slunner.

3.

The best of the Hammer Draculas: a nightmarish fairy-tale set in a Grimm, Gothic

landscape of "magic and devilry." A blond Dorian Gray vampire with an Oedipus

complex meets an ascetic Van Helsing with an armoury of holy artefacts in Badstein.

Highly-coloured collision of the old and the new - Hammer horror’s finest hour.

4.

A powerful and riveting film about a community harbouring a child molester. Unfairly

castigated on release because it came from an exploitation company - Hammer - but

John Hunter’s script doesn't put a foot wrong in dealing with a difficult subject.

It also features one of the best and most understated shock scenes in any Hammer

psycho-thriller, as the two girls come face to face with their aged nemesis on the

bank of a river.

From the head-lopping opening sequence (conducted to the wistful lament of a zither)

to the precision staging of the fiery finale, this is archetypal Hammer horror.

The best of the series by far - a dubious rape scene and some avoidable brutality

notwithstanding. Has definitely improved with age.

6. Till’ i. £t4i(f»-iiuisif

The start of it all - and it’s easy to see why. Richard Wordsworth's Carroon is still an

unsettling creation with his taut flesh, fixed stare and barely-concealed rictus grin,

hinting at some unimaginable horror. The cleverness of the film is its ambivalence

about which monster’ is the more frightening: Carroon or (luatermass, whose cold

intellect and obsessive pursuit of scientific knowledge recognise no moral boundaries.

7. /in- 1 \-ril . \:l

A great villain in Charles Gray (who would go on to play Ernst Stavro Blofeld in

Diamonds Are Forever), a faithful adaptation by one of the best writers in the genre,

humour, horror, and fine ensemble playing.

8 .

Grand, roisterous fun in wicked old Dymchurch: skeletal riders, midnight

exhumations, bleeding scarecrows, .strange comings-and-goings - and lots of sharp

implements finding their messy marks. Cushing on top form, and loving every

minute of it. Scary, sad, splendid Hammer hokum.

A
9, t'iintnc.-

Cool, dispassionate, yet elegiac look at the inevitable end of civilisation as we

knew it. Lyrical dialogue from Evan Jones, careful direction from Joseph Losey,

brutally stark monochrome photography from Arthur Grant. A bleak and

uncompromising vision.

10.

^/i /f is ii t fly

A gritty, no-nonsense thriller that perfectly encapsulates the look and feel of the

period and place in which it was made (late fifties Manchester). Only spoiled by

having to puli its punch in respect of the extra-marital dalliance on which Stanley

Baker's Chief Inspector Martineau really should have embarked!

HAAfAfEK HORKO« 3



end your letters to:

Satanic Writes,

Hammer Horror,

Marvel Comics Ltd.,

Arundel House,

13/15 Arundel Street,

London WC2R 3DX.

may Oe edited for reasons

space anti clarity. Full addresses

ill only be printed If specially

requested.

1 was bom in 1959. For my generation Hammer was

horror. Christopher Lee, Peter Cushing, Ingrid Pitt . .

.

the excitement goes on and on. I vividly remember

the first time I ever saw a fright film. 1 was seven or

eight years old and my parents dropped me off at the

local cinema on a Saturday afternoon. I saw Dracula

Prince of Darfeness, The Reptile and The Plague of the

Zombies all in the same triple feature. Needless to

say I was up most of the night, unable to sleep.

From that time on, 1 have watched and read anything

and everything 1 could find connected with Hammer
films - so keep up the good work.

Steven M Damaska,

USA

/t's always good to hear readers' reminiscences of

formative Hammer experiences - although I don't know

wirot your parents f/ioughf they were doing letting you

see that particular triple bill at such a tender age!

Now, while we're on the subject of Dracula Prince of

Darkness . .

.

Adverts in your magazine state that the widescreen

version of Dracula Prince of Darkness available on

Lumiere Video is the “uncut Hammer classic”. Well,

I am writing to say that this version is not uncut -

there is a small piece missing.

I am referring to the scene where Father Sandor

puts a stake through the vampirised Helen's heart.

Last year Tyne Tees TV showed the film, and there

was a shot of the stake going in, followed by blood

coming from the wound. This shot does not appear

in either the widescreen or the pan-and-scan version

of Prince of Darkness.

I buy films because, in theory, it’s better than

seeing them on TV - no adverts every half hour, no

voice-over man, and nothing missing that might be

unsuitable for television audiences. So it's very

annoying to discover that I could have taped the

televised version for next to nothing, rather than pay

for an incomplete version. Do you know why the

television version should have more than the official

home video?

Maurice Dixon,

Stockton-on-Tees,

Cleveland

To answer Maurice's queries, and the many others

we've received on this subject, we can only say that,

regretfully, we couldn’t warn you because we were

unaware until after the product was released that

Lumiere's print was a version censored years ago.

Cuts were actually made to three sequences - Klove's

resurrection of the Count, the staking of Helen by

father Sandor, and the scene where Dracula compels

the mesmerised Diana to drink his blood. The full

American print does Indeed occasionally appear on

television, hut sadly we've yet to see It on video.

Can you please answer three questions for me;

1. How many films have Hammer made?

2. Is The Curse of the Werewolf going to be available

on video?

3.

Is Hammer responsible for a film called The House

that Bled or The House that Dripped Blood? I can

vaguely remember a film from long ago about blood

coming through the walls and stairs.

Thank you - and keep up the good work.

Martin Camilleri,

Surrey

your |7rst question is a very popular one in our

mallhag. As far as we can accurately ascertain,

a grand total of 161 feature films were released by

Hammer between 1935 and 1979. Not all of these

were horror films, of course - Hammer's legacy

embraces numerous other genres as diverse os

historical swashbucklers and On the Buses spin-offs.

In addition to its full-length films, Hammer operated

as associates on various other pictures and also

produced a number of short features including

musicals and travelogues. Of course, this doesn't even

begin to address the various television series. We are

currently compiling a definitive Hammer filmography

to be published later this year.

Good news on The Curse of the Werewolf, The film

is currently scheduled for release by Warner Brothers

Home Video this coming September.

As for your final query, the answer is more

complicated than ft might initially seem. First of all,

yes, there is a movie called The House that Dripped

Blood, produced not by Hammer but by Amicus.

This 'portmanteou' picture was released in 1970 and

featured a fine cast including Peter Cushing,

Christopher Lee. Denholm Elliott, Ingrid Pitt and Jon

Pertwee. However, we suspect you are octually

thinking of an episode of the 1980 television anthology

series Hammer House of Horror. Entitled The House

that Bled to Death, this hour-long chiller starred

Nicholas Ball, Rachel Davies and Brian Croucher in

the tale of a family who discover that their new house

was once the scene of a terrible murder. The climax

does indeed feature blood pouring from drainpipes and

seeping through the walls.

Regarding your ongoing discussion of Hammer’s

coloured front-of-house stills [Hammer Horror

Issue 3] I feel these were selected black-and-white

press stills from which the publicity department

made a 10” x 8" master transparency, which was

then hand-tinted. The stills weren’t printed on

photographic paper, which was very expensive in

Hammer’s early days. The black-and-white press stills

consisted of two different batches; the individual

portraits are staged shots taken by John jay, who
handled a special photographic sitting for each star.

About 200 to 300 5" x 4" negatives were taken for

each film, with sets prepared for various countries

around the world.

While the movie was actually being filmed, stills

photographer Tom Edwards would take the set shots.

Cy HAM,MCK llOKROli



S

ir Michael Hordern only appeared in one

Hammer production, but that is more than enough

reason to add our voice to the many tributes which have

appeared since his sad death on the 2nd May at the age of

83. To say that he was one of our greatest actors would be

to reaffirm the obvious; to list only a handful of his credits,

from prestigious theatre work ranging from Shakespeare to

Stoppard, to television serials as diverse as Afidd/cmurch,

Ptidc/ingtOH 8c’ur and Puradt-se Postponed and movies like

Gondht, Sink the

Bismorck! and 1 IVas

Monty’s Douh/e would

be merely to skim the

surface of the richest

of careers. In the

horror genre his

performances
|

dignified a number of

classy productions; for

Hammer he made a

memorable

appearance wielding \
a burning crucifix in ^
1972’s Demons of the

A/ind. Other work in TBj
'

the genre included ^0
Theofre of B/ood, The '

Medusa Touch and

The Hour of Thirteen. i

He will be greatly
•^

missed.

Again between 200 and 300 2 ‘A"

negatives were prepared. Because, for

obvious reasons, these were shot from

different perspectives than the actual film

cameras, they often reveal interesting

details of the wonderful sets, props and

costumes. This is one of the reasons why

they are highly sought after by Hammer

collectors the world over.

Michael A Brooks,

BoHon,

Lancashire

I am writing in response to Alan Barnes's

criticism of the Dracula Experience

Society's The Demefer Magazine (Hammer

Horror Issue 41. Although many of his

comments are spot-on (ie many of the

articles are “flimsy" and “unlikely to be

of much interest outside the society”)

there is a very good reason for this.

As the magazine is more or less simply

a newsletter for our society (and

consequently is unavailable to non-

members), it is not designed for a general

readership. I can assure you, however,

that we are constantly trying to Improve

The Demeter and, in spite of the problems

with seemingly illiterate typesetters and

printers, our next issue will be something

very special indeed.

One thing 1 must refute quite

vehemently though is the allegation that

we are a “Goth bunch". Although many

members are indeed of that persuasion,

the majority of us are simply

'vampirophiles'. Obviously we also all

enjoy certain Hammer films and some of

us appear to like your magazine too, even

if your first three issues were rated

something similar to “Dog's Meat” in

a recent member’s survey.

Issue Four of Hammer Horror has been

the best so far and seemed to be far less

self-conscious (eg full of self-congratula-

tory bragging and boasting) than previous

instalments. I am quite looking forward to

the next issue.

Dr DRAC Blood,

Newbury,

• Berkshire

My congratulations to everyone

concerned with Hammer Horror magazine

for doing a first-rate job. The content and

layout are spot-on, containing the right

mix of the old and the new. But what

really makes the magazine special is the

theming of each issue to a particular

Hammer film. 1 trust that there are no

future plans to change this approach!

In previous letters pages I’ve noticed

people mentioning a Hammer Horror

Collectors' Special which preceded the

magazine. Unfortunately. I missed this

publication. Do you have copies available

or do I have to start hunting around

specialist shops?

Returning to the seventies for a

moment. I’d like to see an article on the

original House of Hammer magazine of

that time. I was a subscriber and have

(as far as I am aware) all 23 issues that

were published.

Finally, you started Issue 1,

appropriately enough, with The Curse of

I

t was with regret that we learned of Eric Porter's

death on the 15th May at the age of 67. One of our most

respected and admired actors, he made his first stage

appearance in February 1945, going on to work with

Donald Wolfit and. in the 1960s. taking a key position in

the newly-born Royal Shakespeare Company. Countless

stage, television and film appearances followed; in recent

years he was Moriarty to leremy Brett s Sherlock Holmes,

brilliantly capturing the slow, "curiously reptilian" head

movements described by Conan Doyle, and a memorable

Fagin in the BBC's 1985 Oliver Tiv/sl. By television

audiences he will perhaps be best remembered, however,

as the formidable paterfamilias Soames in the BBC's classic

1967 serial The Forsyte Saga.

Among his films were The Heroes of'Te/emarfe, Antony

and Cleopatra. The Day of the Jackal and Don Sharp's

1978 version of The Thirty-A'ine Steps. For Hammer he

made two pictures - The Lost Continent and Hands of the

Ripper - playing the lead in both. "Eric Porter is an

incredible man to work with." said his Honds of the Ripper

co-star Angharad Rees in 1971. "You just have to look into

those eyes."

Frankenstein - so when are we going to

get Draculal Logically speaking, it should

have been in Issue 2!

Neil Partett

Bolton,

Lancashire

We’ve received dozens of letters requesting

information about back issues in general -

and the Collectors’ Special in particular.

We were totally overwhelmed by the initial

demand for our Collectors’ Special, and

the edition is now completely sold out.

So unfortunately the only recourse on

that score is to specialist outlets and

second-hand markets. Back issues of

Issue 1, 2, 3 and 4 are, however, available

at £3.50 per issue for UK orders, and

£4.50 for overseas orders. These prices

include all postage and packing.

Telephone MRM Ltd on (01858) 410510

for details.

There were indeed 23 editions of

The House of Hammer, created by

Dez Skinn and published by Quality,

although it had undergone two changes

in title by the time it notched up its final

issue in 1978.

The Count himself returns next month

in his 1968 manifestation; as for

Hammer's original Dracula, it’s waiting its

turn among our ongoing mix of vompires,

werewolves, mummies and dinosaurs . .

.

If you are a keen or regular viewer of

horror films then I'd like you to help in

a research project I am undertaking at the

University of Stirling Film and Media

Department.

The project is concerned with horror

film audiences and in particular women

who watch horror films • how they watch,

how they react, what they think about the

films, their opinions on the genre. In

most cases, a predominantly male horror

film audience is assumed, but there are

many women who do watch (and enjoy)

such films; 1 am one of them. This is a

serious and scholarly investigation

which will form part of the research

for my PhD, and is not intended for

publication other than in submission

for this degree.

If you are a woman who, however

infrequently, watches horror films (it

doesn't have to be at the cinema - on

video or TV counts as well), I'd like you

to write to me about your interests and

thoughts on the horror genre. I will

supply you with a questionnaire as part

of this study.

Men are not excluded either; I’d like

to hear about your experiences taking

women to sec horror films, and 1 also

have a questionnaire for you.

Please write to me requesting a

questionnaire at the following address:

Brigid Cherry (hh),

Department of FBm and Merha Sfaidies,

Universihr of Stirling,

Stirlmg

FK94LA

or e^a3:

TCPBSGC@VAXiHERIOT-WATT.AC.UX



R
oles in Frankenstein Created

Woman and Quatermass and

the Pit secured Robert Morris

a reputation as one of Hammer's

most memorable young stars. He

shares some memories with

Jonathan Rigby. ^

// I
rene Lamb, the casting director, arranged for me to go down to

” I Bray and meet up with Terry Fisher and Tony Nelson Keys,"

I recalls Robert Morris of his first contact with Hammer. "This was

I only a couple of weeks at most prior to filming on Frankenstein

I Created Woman. The knack in interviews is not to let the director

talk, because what they want to see is your personality and whether it

fits the role. With young directors, they're very often quite embarrassed

by the whole process so they just sit down and laboriously explain the

plot to you, which means that they're talking all the time and not you.

But Terry, of course, was highly experienced so

he went out of his way to get me talking. They'd

sent me the script to read in advance, and not

having long left RADA, I was very much into

motivations and sub-text and all that. So when

they asked me what I thought about the

character, I went into this long, involved thing

about why my character, Hans, acted the way

he did. Irene told me afterwards that, once I’d

gone, Terry had turned to Tony and said. 'Bloody hell - did we think of

all that?!”' He roars with laughter at the memory. 'T think that’s one of

the reasons I got the part, actually - I seemed to be very much ‘into’ it!"

Having seen the film again recently, Robert tries to piece together, at a

distance of almost thirty years, something of his approach to the

character, which is certainly one of Hammer's more intriguing juvenile

leads. “Watching the video, I thought: What has happened to him since

that childhood shock of seeing his father's head cut off? Once he's grown

up, where has he been, and who has brought him up? And why is he still

within this community that executed his father? These are the things that

you can't really 'square' when it comes to characterisation. But one had

to make it all logical to oneself, the basic thing being that, with his

father an executed murderer, he was obviously a bit of an outcast in the

village. And so was Christina - because of her deformities - so it was

quite natural that they should be drawn to each other. The bedroom

scene was a little grotesque, 1 thought: the idea of this

young man being fascinated by this rather gruesome

young lady was rather freakish. But that childhood

shock must have been immense . . . Well, you'd be

traumatised for life, wouldn't you? And probably unable

to function as a reasonable human being thereafter!

And in that trial scene he was certainly pretty naive."

He mimes holding up a jacket and slips expertly into

the gravelly tones of Peter Madden's Police Chief,

"‘Do you recognise this coat?'" He breaks up with laughter again,

“Terry, 1 think, had his tongue in his cheek a lot of the time. But you had

to take it seriously when you were actually doing it. The moment you

started sending it up it'd fall to pieces."

Born in Gosport, near Portsmouth, into a military family, Robert spent

his childhood travelling from one posting to another, and at fifteen joined

bedroom scene
was a little srotesque^
I thought: the idea of
this youns man being
fascinated by this
rather gruesome

young lady was rather
freakish."

8 HAMMER HORROR



up himself. “The army was the only life 1 knew,

but after three years in the Boys' Service I saw

the Yeovil Amateur Operatic Society do Bitter

Sweet and I suddenly realised there was a life

beyond the army. So I saved like crazy for a

further three years to amass the vast sum of £200

to buy myself out of the army." After a spell

behind the stalls bar of Portsmouth's Theatre

Royal, he became an assistant stage manager

there at £6 a week. He ended up as the last, and

almost certainly the youngest, manager of the

Grand Theatre, Southampton, and then spent six

months in London’s West End stage-managing

Anthony Quayle and Celia Johnson in Chin Chin.

Quayle helped him out with his RADA audition

pieces - “1 can't think of any other drama school

applicant who had as distinguished a coach as

Tony Quayle!” - and in 1963 he emerged from

RADA to find himself typed in ‘nasty, rich young

man parts'. “I did one in the old Z Cars - that

went out live . . . very nerve-wracking! - and

thereafter 1 got a lot of similar offers. I was very

purist in those days - ‘1 want to play all parts!’ 1

said to myself - so I went to do a season at £16 a

week at the Phoenix Theatre in Leicester, with

Tony Hopkins and others." Among these was his

good friend the late Victor Henry, and Robert

provides a tragic postscript to last month's

feature on The Sorcerers, in which Henry played

Ian Ogilvy’s red-headed sidekick Alan. “Victor

had quite a reputation for his work at the Royal

Court in The Knack and other plays of that type,

but he was a bit of a tearaway. He was a very

hard drinker and he'd go to all the clubs - taking

me with him on several occasions - and if the

evening ended in a fight, then that was a good

night out as far as he was concerned. Eventually

he got beaten up at a bus stop early one morning,

suffered brain damage and sank into a coma for

several years, from which he never emerged."

Robert's introduction to Hammer came in the summer of

1966. Does he agree with Francis Matthews's contention

that ‘There was a great snob thing about them then. You

didn’t tell people you were doing them'? “No, no. I was

delighted to get it - 1 told everybody! After alf. I'd got my

first film, apart from a little one I don’t really talk about.

My agent, Jean Diamond, was a pretty big agent and she was very keen

for me to do it. Because, let's face it. if you cocked it up it wouldn’t be a

disaster, and it was a very good way of getting some experience with a

film camera. Hammer were very good like that. They gave a lot of

English actors their first crack at film work. A lot of the people above me

at RADA, I’d noticed, would leave and go straight into a Hammer horror.

Of course for Hammer I suppose we

had the added attraction, being

relatively inexperienced, of being

cheap! But they were very sympathetic

to the young actors. They were very

much a family outfit, in fact, and

people like Thorley Walters and the

chap who played my father - Duncan

Lament - would turn up in film after

film. I met Thorley several times

afterwards, and he remained very much

In demand. He worked right up to his

death, really. He became a little

difficult and slightly cantankerous - he

was very elderly, after all - but he still

delivered the goods.”

Given an account of the miserable

fate that befell his Austrian co-star,

Susan Denberg. Robert is visibly

dismayed. “She was very sweet, very

friendly; 1 liked her very much. She

was very mixed up with that rather fast

Polanski crowd, and also very much

into the drug scene. She’d often arrive

on the set in the mornings somewhat

the worse for wear, but she was no

trouble really. Her accent was pretty

thick, mind you. and they decided to

make out that Christina and her father

were not natives of the village, so the
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father had to adopt an accent to match hers. Later, when they realised

they’d have to dub her after all, Alan MacNaughtan had to go in and dub
himself back into standard English!

"They put her up in a very posh flat in St James's, where she threw

this big bash one night which 1 was invited to.

Sidney Poitier was there and loads of others - it

was quite incredible, like a mini-Hollywood really.

She was very well connected, but she threw it all

away. 1 remember this publicity guy telling me that,

after the Frankenstein picture, the company she

was under contract to - whether it was Warners or

not 1 can’t remember - couldn't find her anywhere.

She’d simply disappeared, so they asked this

publicity guy to find her. He eventually tracked her down to some flat in

Earl’s Court - big black guy answers the door - and inside there’s Susan,

completely spaced out. They were frantic to get hold of her for some new
project, but she blew it entirely. But then you have to ask yourself

whether she would have made it big anyway. There were so many
talented and beautiful American actresses around ... The competition

would have been very fierce."

On a lighter note, Robert hoots with laughter once more when he

recalls the film’s most intimate scene.

any nude bedroom scenes before that. 1 was never

sure whether we introduced nudity to horror or

horror to nudity! But it was extremely discreet by

later standards . . , One had one’s briefs on,

though Susan was all for taking everything off. It

was my first experience of such a scene and, of

course, they cleared the set as far as possible, but

in fact it was more amusing than embarrassing.

The cameramen would delicately lift my right arm
into position over her left breast, so you couldn’t

see the nipple, and of course one’s stuck there

and one daren’t move a muscle. It was most

enjoyable!

“Terry Fisher was lovely. He didn’t say a lot on

the set, but whenever you brought something to

the part - did something with it - he was always

appreciative and would say, 'Oh yes, I like that,

keep it in.’ I’ve worked with some very insensitive

directors in my time but Terry was always

sensitive to what you were doing, and if he

thought you were wrong, he would tell you.

Of course, he had quite a reputation for these

Hammer horrors. Some of his films were regarded

as classics of the genre, but one had no inkling of

that at the time, because he didn’t have that aura

about him. He just got on with the job.

"One bit which was very efficiently handled was
the fight scene, which works very well, 1 think.

We had chairs made of balsa wood, as was the cane that gets broken

over my back. They undercranked it slightly - speeding up the film to
"

make the fight look more dynamic - and I was pleased to see that they

didn’t overdo that effect. Sometimes, particularly in action films, they

undercrank it too much and it becomes 'Cartoon

Time’. It was a good set to do it in, of course, with

lots of tables and chairs to smash up. They were

pleased that the scene went according to

schedule ... We didn’t need many re-takes, so

not too many replacement chairs were required!

I haven’t worked with any of those other lads since;

I haven’t even seen any of them socially. Peter

JBlythe] I’d worked with before, in a Doris Lessing

TV play filmed at Kingsway, but never since. We all look so young,

though. That’s the trouble with looking at these films again - you think,

'My God! Not a wrinkle in sight!’ It can be a little depressing!’’

Robert remembers the West End press preview of the film, along with

its support feature, The Mummy's Shroud. “They actually had a buffet

afterwards where the casts of both films were plonked down with all

these hard-bitten journalists. Peter Cushing and Terry and Tony Keys

were all there, though 1 don’t remember

'*1 don’t know whether
there’d been any nude

bedroom scenes
before that- I was
never sure whether
we introduced nudity
to horror or horror

to nudity!”



'The tom'est momeni was at tfie end, ‘ Robert remembers, ‘vith the head stuck on the bedpost and

when, later on, Christina talks to (t /n my wi'ce.’

/^bove; With co-stars Peter Cushing and Thorley Waiters. ‘I've never heard anyone say an unkind mrd

about Peter Cushing,- because you can ’I, ' Belov/: Robert Morris today.

fortnight. Roy Ward Baker was a nice man - very laconic - and he did a

brilliant job. considering the budget. Barbara Shelley was going berserk

in the pit amid a forest of wires with men pulling on them out of shot.

Nowadays they’d do all that with a computer, but they did It brilliantly,

1 thought. You couldn’t see the wires at all, but I can assure you there

were wheel-barrows suspended in mid-air and all sorts of things!"

Robert's subsequent career has been largely spent in television - In

such well-remembered shows as Thriller. Dixon of Dock Green, Warship,

Angels, The Onedin Line and Blake’s 7 - taking in a good spread of the

country's major rep theatres en route. But he recalls his Hammer days

with special fondness, particularly where Hans’s imperious employer is

concerned. ‘'I've never heard anyone say an unkind word about Peter

Cushing, because you can't - you couldn’t possibly. His dedication made

me giggle sometimes, because he

took it all so very seriously, but he

was basically just a lovely man.

They all were, in fact, because it

really was like a family - they all

knew each other, they worked well

together, they knew exactly what

they were about. And I loved the

lunches down at Bray. It was an

excellent canteen, and I remember

one day looking round and there’s

everybody in death masks and

bloody bandages round their

heads - and Susan, of course, with

her 'reptile' make-up - all sitting

there eating their roast chicken and

discussing the price of fish, It was

such a ludicrous image .

.

He roars with laughter again.

“Yes . . .That was certainly one of

the happiest jobs I've ever done.’’

much about the support film: I was too busy waiting for the main

feature! The funniest moment was at the end, with the head stuck on the

bedpost and when, later on, Christina talks to it in my voice. That got a

big laugh at the preview, I remember, and I found it hilariously funny -

I just fell about, because 1 didn’t know that was going to happen. The

headless body, by the way, wasn't a dummy, it was me. I wasn't

scheduled to do it, but everything was going smoothly and they said,

’Why don’t we use Bob’s actual body?’ It meant another week's wages for

me, since I was called in for three or four days in the sixth week, when

they did all the pyrotechnics and laboratory stuff. 1 just had to lie on a

table with my head concealed in a well they'd built into the table, rather

as magicians do. It was a typically kind gesture on Hammer’s part.”

Another kind gesture brought Robert a small role in Quatermass and

the Pit the following year. "There wasn’t really anything in it for me, but

they'd liked my work in Frankenstein Created Woman so Tony Keys

called me in and said, 'There’s this Oxford electronics boffin who's

written as an elderly gentleman, but we see no reason why he shouldn't

be a young boffin.’ So 1 spent about six days on it, spread over a
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^fie Story
M anchester policeman Harry Martineau learns that Don Starling, whom

he put in prison fourteen years before, has escaped after killing a prison

officer. What he doesn't know is that Starling has already returned to the city

to contact former underworld friends. Before he went to prison, Starling

had committed a jewel robbery and hidden the loot, which has not been

recovered. He agrees to split it with three friends if they help him commit a

further robbery that will enable him to buy a false passport and skip the

country. The gang holds up a bookie’s clerk taking money to the bank, They

drive to the nearby moors to dispose of the getaway car, but during the

journey the clerk, a helpless young girl. dies. While hiding the body, the gang

is spotted by a passing motorist and they flee. After dividing the money from

the robbery, they split up. But the money has been dusted with a chemical

which turns the fingers green. Armed with this clue, the dogged Martineau

and his sidekick Devery begin scouring the local criminal fraternity in a bid to

uncover Starling’s hiding place, a hunt which leads to an armed confrontation

on the rooftops high above the city . .

.

^ac^yrouncf
B

ased on a novel by former Manchester policeman Maurice Procter and

scripted by director Val Guest, Hell is a City was one of the first British

films to take a step back from the cosy policeman’s world of Dixon o^Dock

Green and portray it as something more disturbing, with a vein of realism

which was to become an ingredient of cop dramas everywhere, from Hi/f

Street Blues to home-grown series like Between the Lines.

Procter’s novel was chosen as a suitable subject for Hammer by producer

Michael Carreras, who approached the

reliable Guest to turn it into a film. The

plot struck Guest, a former journalist and

one-time London editor of The Hollywood

Reporter, as a fitting subject for the

documentary style of film-making which

was his trademark at the time.

Costing around £115,000 and

combining Manchester location shooting

with Elstree studio work, Hell Is a City completed production in December

1959. Guest still holds strong feelings about the film; “I think Hell is a City

was one of the first films to tackle the subject of the police with the 'you were

there' treatment, with no kid gloves. 1 think in that respect it might have

started a minor wave of films treating the police as human beings,

“I always felt that if you were taking a new look at familiar subjects you

should present them in a new fashion. You can’t do this with all films, but

Hell Is Q City, and some of the other films I made for Hammer at that time,

seemed to lend themselves to my cinema verlte style of film-making. It was

a style I liked to use when approaching that sort of subject, which had

reality, and I felt it gave it a little more impact. I tried to do it almost as a

semi-documentary, as if we were a newsreel team following the story."

The newsreel approach first fuelled Guest's imagination after he saw

Elia Kazan's 1950 movie Panic in the Streets, the tale of an outbreak of

plague in a modern American city. “It made a lasting impression on me. It

had such immediacy and was so stark that you felt you were really in it.

The director was brilliant and he changed my whole life when it came to

viewing realistic subjects."

Guest’s efforts to give Hell Is a City a realistic feel took him as far as

recruiting members of the public into several scenes. A reporter and

photographer from The Huddersfie/d Daily Examiner, both sent to cover the

shooting of the film, appear as the two men flagged down by. Warren

Mitchell's commercial traveller upon his discovery of a corpse on the moor.

Later, when ‘The Fatted Calf’ public house was called upon to double as

‘The Lacy Arms', Guest dispensed with extras, simply leaving the pub regulars

exactly where they were.

As always. Guest plotted his film out on a storyboard before shooting

began, just in case there was a hold-up on one scene and another had to be

scheduled in its place. “I don't like having to find sudden inspiration if

something goes wrong," he explains. “I like to have my sudden Inspiration

carefully planned."

Stanley Baker was ideally cast as the dogged Inspector Harry Martineau,

who predicts that the almost psychotic Don Starling (John Crawford) will

return to the big city to recover a hidden hoard of jewels. Forced to spend

little time at home thanks to his nagging wife julla (played by Maxine

Audley), Martineau is at the vanguard of police heroes whose domestic lives

are a far cry from the orderly laws they aim to enforce. Baker had already

worked for Guest and Hammer on the hard-hitting war drama Yesterday's

Enemy (1959) and, before finding stardom, had played characters as diverse

as the milkman in Exclusive's Cloudburst (1951) and Mordred in the

Hollywood epic Knights of the Round Table (1954). He became an internation-

al figure thanks to a series of tough-guy roles, starting with the cultlsh lorry-

driver thriller Hell Drivers (1957). He had already been a small-screen star for

some time - indeed, he was the original Tom Friend in the BBC television

play The Creature (1955), written by Nigel Kneale and co-starring Peter

Cushing (two years later this was remade for Hammer by Guest as The

Abominable Snowman, with Forrest Tucker in the Baker role). Baker's

performance in Hell is a City gives more than a glimpse of the talent which

was to make him a worldwide star before his tragically early death in 1976.

Baker had a reputation for being tough and driving himself, and others,

hard. "I never had any trouble with him," Guest recalls, “but I think Stanley

had a short fuse with people who he didn’t think were doing their job

properly - for example, if they hadn’t learned their lines or something."

Like many British films of the era. Hell Is a City featured an American star

as its villain. Washington-born John Crawford is probably best known for his

roles in films such as Cyrano de Bergerac (1950) and The 300 Spartans

think //e// is a City
W3S one of the first
films to tackle the

subject of the police
with the *you were
there' treatment,

with no kid gloves.**

Left; Director Guest (mtti lens) and John Crawford prepare for the chase sequence at the ti/m's climax.

R/ming took place 200 feet above ground level among the catwalks of Manchester’s Refuge Assurance

Company building.
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Above: the long am
o/{/ie /aw cefcbes up

w/t/i Don Starling

(John Crawford).

Ri^t: When

Marb'oeau (Stanley

Baker) questions

Hawkins (Donald

Pleasence), tfte boo/i-

ma/ief’s crimlnai

activities become

self-evident.

(1962), as well as for his

appearances In The Waltons.

Other notable cast members

included Donald Pleasence,

making his sole appearance for

Hammer; Diana ‘Billie’ Whitelaw;

Dickie Owen (later to appear in

Hammer’s The Curse of the

Mummy's Tomb and The Mummy's

Shroud) and Lois Dane, who

would go on to play Sara

Durward in 1972’s Captain

Kronos Vampire Hunter. Veteran

Peter Madden would later be

seen in such diverse Hammer

productions as Kiss of the

Vampire, Frankenstein Created

Woman and Nearest and Dearest.

The dominating Manchester

locations, specified in the novel,

gave an added boost to the film's

gritty quality. The contrast between the untamed moor and the untameable

metropolis was something Guest strove for, and he was considerably aided by

the grainy black-and-white photography of Arthur Grant, who worked on many

classic Hammer movies. "Arthur was my cameraman,” Guest recalls. “I had

him under personal contract after a while and I used him on The Day the Earth

Caught fire Ithe classic 1962 science-fiction thriller] and many others."

Added authenticity was provided by the police forces of Manchester, Oldham

and Huddersfield, whose cooperation even ran to recruiting extras from the

ranks during filming. Guest’s relationship with the Manchester police was to

serve him well. When he came to make his later police thrillers /igsaw (1962),

set in Brighton, and Eighty Thousand Suspects (1963), set in Bath, the police

authorities in both regions willingly agreed to cooperate with him because of

reports they had received about his good rapport with officers in Manchester.

Other touches of local colour include a tense gambling scene in which

illegal betting takes place on ’the tossing school’, a game peculiar to the North

of England. This involves throwing two coins in the air and putting money on

which way up they will both land. The hills and houses around the town's

more run-down areas provided the backdrop to the gambling den and the

chase which ensues when the police raid it.

The movie features a brief moment of nudity

from a young Billie Whitelaw (playing the wife

of Donald Pleasence’s slippery bookmaker Gus

Hawkins) during a violent scene in which she

is attacked by Starling. Although nudity was

rare, even in adult British features of the

period, Guest feels sure that no-one would

have been alarmed by the small amount of

flesh which was unveiled - "unless Billie’s

husband was! 1 had shot a lot of nude scenes

before and a lot after. I don’t think there was

anything shocking about it.”

Hell is a City received a charity gala

premiere in Manchester, opened by the City’s

Police Band, on lOth April 1960. It went on general release 9th May,

making its debut Stateside in Pittsburgh on 13th November. Reviews

were generally kind - Variety called it '“an absorbing film”, noting that

"Val Guest’s taut screenplay . . . allied to his own deft direction has resulted

in a film in which the characters are all vividly alive, the action constantly

gripping and the background of a provincial city |is] put over with

authenticity”. London’s Evening News summed it up as being "violent,

first-rate" and "taut.”

Such was the impact made by the film’s first television screening that

Midtands-based ATV approached Hammer about the possibility of a spin-off

television series starring Stanley Baker. Throughout 1966 and 1967,

producer Michael Carreras and original author Maurice Procter strove to

develop the idea into a suitable format, while Hammer welcomed the

potential such a series offered to put the recently vacated Bray Studios to

good use. When negotiations stalled, the series treatment was offered to ABC

and later Screen Gems but, like Carreras’s earlier aim to make feature films

of the other Inspector Martlneau novels, nothing came of the plan.

Aspects of the tough and embittered Martineau resurfaced, however, in

Guest’s 1980 TV movie, Dangerous Davies - The Last Detective, based on the

book by Leslie Thomas. Although the film is a comedy, there are moments of

seriousness reminiscent of

Guest’s earlier film - notably

a scene in which Davies

(Bernard Cribbins) loses his

temper with a murder suspect

and beats him up.

“In my films I tried to show

the fact that police officers are

people, who have moments

when they flare and moments

when they are quiet, ordinary

people,” affirms the director.

“I never wanted the characters

in my police pictures to be all

on one level. They should

have light and shade, not just

go around shooting people

and being shot at, nor being

a gentle Sherlock Holmes.”
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ell is a City has just been released at £10.99, but we have five videos to give away

absolutely free courtesy of Warner Brothers Home Video.

To be in with a chance of winning a copy of Hell is a City, with a sleeve specially autographed

by director Val Guest, simply tell us the answer to the following question:

How many feature films did Val Guest direct for Hammer?

Send your entry on the back of a postcard or sealed envelope to:

Hell is a City Competition,

Hammer Horror,

Marvel Comics Ltd.,

Arundel House,

13/15 Arundel Street,

London,

WC2R 3DX

Competition rules:

1. No multiple entries will be accepted.

2. No employees of Marvel Comics Ltd., their families, or employees of the competition's

sponsoring company may enter.

3. The editor's desicion is final. No correspondence shall be entered into.

4. Competition entries must arrive by second post on 24th July 1995.

The adaptation of films into short comic strips was a common practice at the time.

The Hell is a City strip came in five instalments and was offered to newspaper editors free of charge.

CritiQue
Hell is a City is an audacious film. It shows British police officers entering

properties without warrants, threatening suspects and even telling one

criminal that unless he cooperates an innocent member of his family will be

framed as an accessory to robbery and murder. By modern standards - and

with the topicality of so many recent miscarriages of justice - this may seem

unnecessarily controversial, but Val Guest mixes the elements to create a

sympathetic portrayal of a man under pressure to catch crooks even meaner

than he is, and it is this which brings the film to life.

Detective Inspector Martineau’s domestic life has been neglected because

of his work, while the nature of the crimes and the crooks he is dealing with

would be enough to corrupt lesser men. But he manages to keep himself from

the mire into which he could all too easily slip - although his relationship

with barmaid Lucky (Vanda Godsell) indicates that he may be on the

\ downward slope,

Stanley Baker makes an enormous impact as Martineau. Guest extracts a

performance full of subtlety, especially In Baker’s scenes with Maxine Audley.

In a short time the pair convey the impression of an

empty, childless marriage, with an acuity which films

wholly dedicated to the subject of marital discord

have failed to achieve.

Dramatically, lohn Crawford’s Starling is like an

evil twin, the antithesis of Martineau. At one point

Martineau almost concedes that he could have ended

up like the thug, having "gone to the same school

and fought in the same war". But Starling is more than just Martineau’s

criminal reflection - he is a reminder that sometimes the methods used to

catch criminals are not so different from those of the crooks themselves. The

expression on Martineau’s face as his wife reminds him that he detested

everything about Starling hints that maybe he despises himself too.

Martineau’s relationship with his sidekick, Devery (Geoffrey Frederick) is

also of interest to fans of the police thriller. Years before Regan and Carter,

Morse and Lewis or any of the current crop of TV detective duos, the trend of

humorous macho byplay between two police heroes, mixed with tough action

when confronting suspects, was well established. Hell is a City cannot claim to

be the first drama which shows this male-bonding relationship between the

ranks, but it nonetheless presents the plot element in a surprisingly fresh way.

Indeed. Hell is a City seems to have dated very little in its key aspects.

Armed thugs committing crimes and armed police tackling them are nothing

new, but so heated is the current debate about giving guns to officers that

you’d have thought today’s generation had invented it. However, it must be

said that Martineau’s willingness to use the first weapon that comes to hand

would nowadays lead to a howl of protest from civil rights campaigners and

an investigation by the Police Complaints Commission. There is also an

interesting dramatic insight into a policeman's

sympathy for a villain facing the death penalty,

which does nothing to strengthen the case of those

arguing to bring back hanging.

Technically, Guest was ably assisted by director of

photography Arthur Grant and editor lames Needs.

The camera seems to be hand-held at times, giving a

greater fluidity of shot, while in the robbery and the

scenes on the moor, the editing creates such tension that you would think you

were watching a film shot in Hollywood, not Huddersfield.

In I960 Hammer were perhaps at the height of their powers, releasing one

of their very finest films in the shape of The Brides Dracula, and one of their

most genuinely controversial in Never Take Smels From a Stranger. Like those

two contemporaries, Hell is a City has an edge that hasn’t been dulled by time.

It stands as a lasting testament to an inventive studio, some talented players

and a director determined to put nothing stale on the screen. -f*

In the robbery and the
scenes on the moor, the
edKing creates such

tension that you would
think you were watchins
a film shot in Hollywood,

not Huddersfield.
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// H ustrian-born Susan, 22, came to London as an au pair girl,

” H joined the famous Bluebell Girls, and was spotted by a film man

11 from Las Vegas ..." ran The Daily Mirror on Monday 22nd

H August 1966, as a part of a fashion spread (“Susan finds filming

1 1 can make quite a change”) on the model/actress, shining star of

franftenstein Created Woman.

In fact, Dietlinde Ortrun Zechner was actually born in war-torn

Poland, at midday precisely, on 2nd August 1944. Come peacetime, her

family moved to Klagenfurt, Austria, a winter sports resort with a

population of around 70,000. Her father owned a string of electrical

shops there. The young Dietlinde would ski to school during the cold

Austrian winter. An early theatrical experience saw her play an angel in

a school play. She grew rebellious; a later report card claimed her to be

"Restless and a bad influence on the others, but good at athletics and

all forms of sport." By the time she was eighteen, she had had enough.

“I’d had it with the provincial ways of Klagenfurt," she said in 1966,

“so 1 kissed Momma, Poppa, and my two kid brothers - Ulrich and

Reinhard - goodbye and headed west like your Horace Greeley advised

all young people to do. My first stop was England , .

."

She started work in London as an au pair girl, but soon tired of

playing nursemaid to somebody eise's children. After a liaison with an

airline steward, she found herself “a rich sugar daddy" to keep her in a

Chelsea flat. Her life began to

change in the summer of 1963.

Lazing away one afternoon in

Hyde Park, she met a tall

redhead, Helen Kosta. They

struck up a friendship, and,

entranced by Kosta’s life as a

Bluebell Girl, Dietlinde inveigled her way into a meeting with Peter

Baker, the Bluebells’ London manager. Impressed, he sent her to Paris

for an audition with the Bluebells' autocratic, semi-legendary founder,

Margaret Kelly. She was duly hired and found herself earning a princely

£80 per week on the London chorus line. She would later claim that

“my childhood ballet lessons and the fact that I was blonde" won her

the job. The work was hard, but she stuck at it and was eventually

asked to tour with the troupe to the Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas. There,

she bade the Bluebells adieu, having "decided to stay on in the States

and have a go at every young girl’s dream; a movie career.”

Her decision was not entirely unprompted. She’d been sharing an

apartment in Nevada with a young gay couple, Ruben and Nicholas. A

disagreement over sleeping arrangements (to put it tactfully) led to her

packing her bags and moving in with a Texan gambler, Bud. That didn’t last;

at a party, she met and fell in love with a handsome Latino named Tony

Scotti, a singer at the Desert Inn who was being groomed for stardom by

20th Century Fox. By this time she was tiring of the Bluebell routine, and

feuding regularly with one of the other girls. Bright lights beckoned; she and

Tony were invited to a party thrown by Elvis Presley. She married Tony

Scotti secretly at midnight on ISth October 1965, quit the Bluebells and

headed for Hollywood.

Her film debut was a well-received cameo as Ruta, a randy German

chambermaid in the hysterically-paced film of Norman Mailer’s An

American Dream, known as See You in Hell. Darling in the UK. She said of

her character, “Like me, Ruta is a Teutonic import with a weakness for

strong-willed men. Of course the fact that I speak with a German accent

didn’t hurt my chances of being cast in the part ... I couldn’t have asked

for a better cast or director to work with on my first film. They were all

screen veterans, but they still found the time to take me under their

wings.” She had, by now, adopted her stage name - but that didn’t

prevent Warner Brothers’ publicity agents from dreaming up a

promotional scam to rename their budding starlet, offering a $500 prize

for the best suggestion. Over 5,000 responses were received (including,

amusingly, Norma Mailor), but to no avail; she was to stay a ‘Susan’.

Her marriage failed, and she and Tony divorced after only six

months. She claimed to have had a brief affair with Stuart Whitman,

the male lead of An American Dream. “What was important to me," she i

said, “was that I was being noticed by people that mattered. My phi- J

losophy was; Be nice to the stars, let your name be linked with theirs.
J

and sooner or later you’ll make it. Why not use sex to get on? Others I

do it and I haven’t heard an actor or a producer complain." The I

saddest of these liaisons was undoubtedly that with a man she I
nicknamed ’Stud’, a “rugged six-footer” she knew from his I
appearances in Westerns. He introduced her to marijuana, I
amyl nitrate, and swinging parties. One night, jealous of others’ I
attentions, he bullwhipped her viciously across the back. Other I

After a liaison with
an airline steward,
she found herself

rich sugar
daddy’* to keep her
in a Chelsea flat.
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Street, May/air, commuting to Bray Studios to

work on the film. The language barrier caused

her difficulty once again, and her voice was

later dubbed {by Jane Hands of the Ripper

Merrow, it has been suggested.) She threw

herself on the mercy of the company’s publici-

ty machine; there was a photo session on the

Frankenstein set on her 22nd birthday, com-

plete with Cushing, cake, and cleaver. (Her

evening celebrations, incidently, took place at

Victor Lowndes's then notorious and oh-so-

darlng Playboy Club in Park Lane.) Another

session with Cushing, for which Denberg

donned a white bikini, appeared to depict

dramatic scenes from the film, but bore

absolutely no relation to the script. Perhaps

her strangest publicity stunt was awarding

prizes at a Soap Box Grand Prix (actually a

go-kart race) held on Sunday 14th August.

The event was covered by ITN, Kine Weekly

and The Sun, whose feature of the next morn-

ing, ‘The Soap Box Starlet’, depicted Denberg

racing a kart with a small boy perched

behind. It read:

Susan celeOrated her 22na birlhdsy on 2nd August 1966, during production of Frankenstein Created Woman, S/ie was joined in her ce/ebrafi'ons by colieagues

Peter Cushing, Terence Fisher, Thoriey Walters and Anthony Nelson Keys.

Alleged dates at this
time Included

Sammy Davis Jr and
Richard Pryon she
save her number to
Lee Marvin, but he
never called back.

alleged dates at this time Included Sammy Davis Jr and Richard Pryor: she

gave her number to Lee Marvin, but he never called back.

She took an apartment in Beverly Hills, and acting classes at LA’s Desilu

Studio Workshop. They soon paid off when she secured a place as Magda,

one of the eponymous heroines of Desilu's early Star Trek episode, Afudd’s

Women. Her classes continued; she was coached in voice and diction by one

Madame Gertrude Fogler, “If the studio heads think I have an accent now,

they should have heard me murder the language when I first hit town." It was

a perennial problem for the young

wannabe starlet; learning lines, for

example, took her twice as long as most.

“I still haven't learned to think in English

as much as I should ... I always end up

translating jlines] into German first." She

made a few more TV appearances, and

played some minor parts

in minor films; their titles are unrecorded.

Playboy magazine selected her as their Miss August

1966. She posed topless for the magazine’s centrefold,

and a gushing profile (“Hollywood seconds Playboy's

premise that Miss August ought to be in pictures"

appeared alongside candid shots of Denberg shopping

for clothes, dropping into a patisserie for “a strudel

break”, and lounging languorously beside a pool. She

would also appear in the issue of April 1967, but by the

time the spread hit the news-stands, she’d returned to

England and was playing the pi\^l role of Christina in

Hammer's Fronfcensle/n Created Woman. "I was waiting

for my chance," she later said, “and finally it came.

I was tested [for the role] . . . They were looking for an

unknown and outside Hollywood very few people had

heard of me." Presumably, it had been the Warner

Brothers connection that had brought her to the

company's attention. She was contracted via agents

Plunkett Greene for a staggering fee of £12,000, very

generous indeed by Hammer’s standards at the time.

Her last nights in Hollywood were distinguished by

an outrageous incident at a party hosted by Frank

Sinatra; she performed an Impromptu striptease beside

Sinatra's swimming pool. “Off came my bra, my panties,

every stitch 1 was wearing, while an appreciative

audience clustered round and roared their approval.

1 was the hit of the evening, even though I heard later

that Frank wasn’t too happy about what happened .

.

She flew to London and rented a flat in St James's

... [It must be] a considerable time since

actress Susan Denberg took a ride in one, If

indeed the iads of the burg back home in Austria

ever occupied themselves in mlnkacing.

Unlikely, come to think of It, if Miss Denberg *

looked anything then like she does now.

However, the actress, who has Just finished

filming an epic called Frankensfefn Creates Woman [sic], took to a soap box at

London's Battersea Park yesterday.

Her chauffeur [was] 13-year-old Jeffrey Futlonger, of Wimbledon, who took £25

and the monster cup . . . for winning the soap box grand prix arranged to promote a

film called 7fie Great Race.

Though still a minority pursuit, perhaps soap box racing would catch on in a big

way . . . if Miss Denberg were there to greet every winner.

Frankenstein Created Woman opened in May 1967. "... 1 was hailed for

my looks, if not my acting”, she bemoaned. Now resident in the UK, she took

a jaunt to New York for a beano to celebrate the opening of John Huston's The

Bible. There, she and a friend, Claudlne, were introduced to Anthony Qitinn. .

They got on famously. Her alleged dates grew ever more celebrated. Charles

Bronson, Trini Lopez, Hugh O'Brien, Sidney Poitler, Roman Polanski . .

.

All of swinging London was her oyster. She wasn’t unduly concerned by

Lined up for Ibc start of (he flni heal in (he Great Race Soap Boa Grand Prti

Croi¥i/s see Great Race Grand Prix
\ big crowd lo«d( advanlase of the glorioui
werrther on Sunday. Id. to watch
the Great Race Soap Boa Grand Prix at

Battcraea Park.

OriunKed tty Auociatcd Britiih Ciitcmas
publiciiy deparimsnt. the event wa< inspired
by (he warncr Pathc hit comedy " The ureal
Race." which ii iiiiw on rcicaw in ihc l.ondon

Siuan Denberg prtacnia eight-year-old David
Hook with bb pii/ewtnoiag eb^uc for vccond
place, watched by racc-wfaintr JelT Furlonger,

wen with Ihc Grand Pris Trophy

Enlrjnlv aged between vi^i and fourteen
arrived for Ihc race in a colourful aworimcni of
vehickv, the common feature being that they
were all pcdal-propclled. Lavt minute breakdownv
and i|uick repairs were all pan of (be morning’s
fun and the proud winner of the silver trophy wav
ihirtnn-year-old Acflrey hurlongcr of Wimbledon.

Susan Denberg. Austrian star currently filming
with Peter Custiing in " f rankenslein Created
Woman." was at the finishing line to present the
(lint Race Trophy and chei)uea to the winner
and runncrs.up.

Independent Television News covered the event
the same evening and RedifTusion's " f'ive o’ChKk
C'iub" featured the face on Tuesday.

fcicclicnl coverage icsulted. loo, m the national

Kinematograpfi Weekly, 25tfi August 1966.
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her lack of work- "I held out for the top scripts, and turned down more

than a dozen that didn’t come up to the mark," she claimed. She is

thought to have been the original choice for the part of Rebecca, the title

role of the 1967 Anglo-French co-production, Girl on a Motorcycle.

Reportedly, star Alain Delon refused the part initially because he did not

approve of those originally intended as his director and co-star; on 5th

August 1967, Marianne Faithfull won the role.) And so Denberg carried

on, her nights spent living the high-life in restraurants and nightclubs;

The Mirabelle, The Caprice, The White Elephant in Curzon Street,

Dolly’s Discotheque. She’d also been re-introduced to the dubious

pleasures of dope, which made her feel “very sexy and wild. And there

was never a hangover." Getting over an affair with lim Brown, whom she

met while he was shooting The Dirty Dozen at Elstree, she booked a

flight and somehow ended up in Sardinia. There, in the company of a

Swedish man, Lars, and his chum Glenda, she discovered LSD.

It turned out to be the biggest mistake she'd ever made.

"I took a little white tablet ... and learned for the first time that hell

could exist," she testified. “People called it a ‘bad trip’. For me. it was a

frightening mind-crippling journey.” But acid, together with the dope,

would become a habit, and appear to precipitate a breakdown. Back in

London, she found herself - unsurprisingly - fast-running out of money.

She found it impossible to maintain the rent on her Mayfair flat, and

moved to a shabby bedsit at Earl’s Court, where “I sat alone among my

piled-up luggage containing my beautiful clothes, and cried day after day

. . . Under the influence of ‘grass’ and LSD. which 1 was now taking

every day, 1 did things I’d normally have never dreamed of. I slept badly.

I had bad dreams all the time, and often they overlapped into the day so

that in the end I could hardly tell the dreams from the reality ... I'd

wake up screaming.”

Word got around of her crack-up and her father flew over from

Austria. Reluctantly, she agreed to return with him to Klagenfurt, where

she was made an appointment with a neurologist. The story twists

further here; evidence of a childhood abuse incident involving 'a cousin’

appears to have been uncovered. She was sent to a hospital in Vienna,

where she endured electric shock therapy. ’The Treatment' as she called

it, involved her being strapped into a chair with a metal skullcap on her

head. Electrodes were placed over her body. A switch was pulled,

and the current coursed through her. Three times she underwent

this ’therapy’ before she absconded. She was briefly discharged,

before being sent to a mental asylum. "There were no chairs. We
could sit on the floor or walk or just stand there." At night, she

was locked alone in a cell.

She lived to tell the tale.

“The Girl Who Went to

Hell and Back" roared a

headline in Britain's News

of the World on Sunday

23rd November 1969.

"Actress Susan Denberg

writes the astonishing

story of what she had to

do to be a star." Over three editions, she luridly told the story of

"a Hollywood dream that became a nightmare”; “A Spinning Top

Game - and suddenly I’m on the slippery slope” - "The terror

treatment"; of the drugs, the sex, the disillusionment, the horror.

"If this story warns other young girls who are offered a bite at the

red apple of stardom, only to find a Garden of Eden swarming

with vipers,” she wrote, “1 shall have achieved something.”

"I’m cured now, and determined not to make the same

mistakes. I feel everything’s in front of me again. Despite all

that’s happened, it’s a good feeling. I’ve learned the hard way

that the wild life does not pay . . . I’m still only 25, Hollywood is

beckoning once more - and this time I’ll go there with my

eyes open.”

The call never came. Her comeback was not to be.

The story’s end remains the subject of some debate, although

the overwhelming weight of opinion has it that the unfortunate

girl’s death soon followed. Perhaps we know too much already,

and it's best to content ourselves with what we’ve got; a good film

containing a wonderful performance by a little girl from a little

town in Austria ... “f*

this story warns
other youns tfris who

are offered a bite at the
red apple of stardom,

only to find a Garden of
Eden swarmlns with
vipers,” she wrote,
shall have achieved

somethins-'*
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the latter was Michael Sarrazin, who showed his displeasure by tearing her

head off at a society function!

There were actually two versions of the story on American television that

year, the other simply called Franltcnsfc/n, Produced by the team behind

vampire soap Dark Shadows, this was closer to the Shelley novel than The

True Story, but suffered from lower production values. Robert Foxworth was

Frankenstein, creating first Bo Svenson and then Rosella Olson as his bride.

The 1975 Swedlsh/lrish co-production Victor Frankenstein was - and

remains - the most faithful adaptation of the Shelley novel. Calvin Floyd

directed Leon Vitali and Per Oscarsson as creator and creation, and in

keeping with the book the female monster was only partially completed.

The Bride was a 1985 sequel to The Bride of Frankenstein, exploring what

might have happened if the two monsters had lived. The ideas in the film

were intriguing, but the direction and performances - Jennifer Beals and

Clancy Brown as the monsters. Sting as Frankenstein - left something to be

desired. Once again, a beautiful female creation followed an ugly male one.

The same year saw two American nerds inspired by the 1931 Frankenstein to

create a perfect woman - Kelly Le Brock - in John Hughes's Weird Science.

Dr Hackenstein was an awful 1988 comedy about a mad scientist killing

young girls in order to piece together a body for his dead wife, whose head he

had kept alive. A similar plot, updated, featured in Frank Henenlotter's 1990

Frankenhooker. Although the resulting patchwork creation looked quite

effective, the film was almost as bad as Dr Hackenstein.

Roger Corman’s Frankenstein Unbound, based on a Brian Aldiss novel, saw

Raul Julia’s Frankenstein forced by his monster (Nick Brtmble) to create a

bride from the body of his fiancee Elizabeth (Catherine Rabett). This

harkened back 55 years to The Bride of Frankenstein, the original storyline of

which had Elizabeth’s (Valerie Hobson) brain put into Elsa Lanchester’s body.

The idea of the bride of Frankenstein being created from Frankenstein’s

actual bride was finally utilised in the 1994 blockbuster Mary Shel/ey’s

Frankenstein. Whatever one may think of the film, the final scenes with

Elizabeth’s (Helena Bonham-Carter) fire-scarred head on the body of Justine

(TVevyn McDowell) are undeniably powerful. In an age when most horror

films rely on quick shocks or gross effects, the sight of Kenneth Branagh

dancing with his hideous bride - an image bordering on necrophilia - is

disturbing and genuinely horrific. Frank Darabont’s script called it "the most

sweepingly romantic and hair-raisingly demented image of the film".

It seems Frankenstein’s female creations are not only generally better con-

structed than their male counterparts, but also generally more frightening. •!*

fit Units HiFniisli
A

lthough Frankenstein Created Woman for Hammer in

1967, he pulled off the same trick on numerous

other occasions. MJ Simpson looks at some of the

Baron's more adventurous experiments . .

.

A lthough most people think of Frankenstein's creation as male, the idea of

a female monster is in fact as old as the story itself. In Mary Shelley’s

original novel, the miserable Creature promises to leave Frankenstein and the

rest of humanity alone if the scientist will build him a female as a mate.

Frankenstein travels to a remote isle in the Orkneys and embarks upon the

creation of this monstrous bride, before having second thoughts and

destroying the half-completed body, thus bringing down on himself and his

own bride the full wrath of the original monster.

The screen’s first female monster was Elsa Lanchester, who starred in

1935’s The Bride of Frankenstein. In this direct sequel to the 1931 classic,

Colin Clive’s Frankenstein is persuaded to create a mate for Karloff’s

Creature, but when given life she rejects the original monster, who destroys

them both with a laboratory fire and the pitiful line “We belong dead!”

Lanchester’s appearance in the role became almost as famous as Karloff’s;

her long red hair was swept up around a wire cage, with white 'lightning

streaks’ added. The design was loosely borrowed from the Egyptian Queen

Nefertiti.

Despite all the retellings, sequels and parodies which followed, it was not

until 1958 that another ‘monstress’ was created. In the B-movle

Frankenstein’s Daughter, a descendant of the original Dr Frankenstein

(Donald Murphy as 'Oliver Frank’) transforms teenager Sandra Knight into a

bushy-browed, befanged creature. He went on to fashion a second creature

(played by Harry Wilson) whose strange appearance was apparently due to

the fact that the make-up designer failed to realise it was supposed to be

female. In an attempt to make the monster's scarred face more feminine,

director Richard Cunha gave it some heavy lipstick!

Maverick Spanish film-maker Jess Franco made two bizarre Frankenstein

films in 1972, the second of which featured both male and female creatures.

Released in America as The Erotic Rites of Frankenstein, the original Spanish

title was La Mafdicionde de Frankenstein (which translates as The Curse of

Frankenstein, a title which had already been used for the Spanish release of

Hammer’s 1957 film). Fernando Bilbao played the Karloff role, although the

female monster was uncredited. Franco’s Frankenstein was British actor

Dennis Price (also in Hammer’s The Horror of Frankenstein and TVvins of Evil).

Like most of Franco’s immense body of work. Erotic Rites makes no sense

whatsoever.

Only marginally easier to follow, and using the same idea of an attempt

to spawn a whole new race from a breeding pair of monsters, was Andy

Warhol’s Frankenstein, also known as Flesh for Frankenstein. Released in

1973, this extremely gory European co-production - effectively filmed in 3-D -

was on the infamous list

of 'video nasties' drawn

up in the early 1980s.

Udo Kier played

Frankenstein, with Srdjan

Zelenovic and Dalila di

Lazzaro as the perfect

couple he creates.

Jane Seymour played

Prima, the beautiful

creation of Leonard

Whiting’s Victor in the

1973 American TV movie

Frankenstein The 7>ue

Story. As with Susan

Denberg’s Christina in

Frankenstein Created

Woman (and. Indeed

most female monsters)

Prima proved a more

successfu experiment

than the earlier male

creation. In this case.
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(^ast andcredits
Baron Frankenstein

Christina

Doctor Hertz

Hans

The Prisoner

Anton

Karl

Johann

Kleve

Chief of Police

Mayor

Landlord

Priest

Bystander

Spokesman

First Guard

Young Hans

Sergeant

Travelling Lady

Chief Gaoler

Spokesman No. 2

Dignitary

Another Dignitary

Peter Cushing

Susan Denherg

Thorley Walters

Robert Morris

Duncan Lamont

Peter Blythe

Barry Warren

Derek foivfds

Alan MacNaughtan

Peter Madden
Philip Ray

Ivan Beavis

Colin Jeavons

Bartlett Mullins

Alec Mango
Unknown *
Stuart Middleton *
John Maxim *
Unknown *
Kevin Flood *
Unknown *
Unknoivn *
Unknown *

Music Composed By

Music Supervisor

Director of Photography

Production Designer

Supervising Editor

Production Manager

Editor

Assistant Director

Camera Operator

Art Director

Sound Recordist

Sound Editor

Continuity

Make-up

Hair Stylist

Wardrobe Mistress

Wardrobe Master

Casting

Special Effects

1st Camera Assistant (Focus)

Other Camera Assistant

Sound Camera Operators

Boom Operator

Sound Maintenance

Dubbing Crew

Draughtsman

Scenic Artist

1st Assistant Editor

Other Assistant Editor

2nd Assistant Director

3rd Assistant Director

Production Secretary

Publicity Directors

Stills Cameraman

Original Screenplay By

Executive Producer

Produced By

Directed By

James Bernard

Philip Martell

Arthur Grant BSC
Bernard Robinson

James Needs

Ian Lewis

Spencer Reeve

Douglas Hermes

Moray Grant

Don Mingaye

Ken Rawkins

Roy Hyde

Eileen Head

George Partleton

Frieda Steiger

Rosemary Burrows

Larry Stewart

Irene Iamb
Les Bowie

Bob Jordan *
Eddy CoHins *
Af Thorne and John Soutar *
Charles Wheeler *-

Cyril Hunt *
Anvil *
Tom Goswell *
Felix Sergejak *
Elizabeth Redstone *
Chris Brennan *
Joe Marks *
Christopher Neame *
Pat Sims *
Alan Thompson, Bob Webb *
Tom Edwards *
John Elder <•

Anthony Hinds *
Anthony Nelson Keys

Terence Fisher

^ Uncredited in finished print
Pseudonym for Anthony Hinds

Uncredited character names from shooting script. Credit order
from film print, then additional credits in order of appearance.

Associated British-Pathe Limited presents

A Seven Arts-Hammer Film Production

Certificate ‘X'

Produced at Bray Studios, England

Distributed by Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation

Duration 86 minutes, length 7,758 feet

Technicolour

Copyright @ MCMIXVI Hammer Film Productions Ltd

All rights reserved
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^^^^OHANN, &t_S^NTON

“I'll report you! I'll JeH my father!”

Anton’s childish threat to the new innkeeper could just as easily have come from

the lips of his feckless friends, Karl and Johann. Members of some malevolent,

mid-European forerunner of Bertie Wooster's Drones Club, the trio are typical of

insufferable little rich boys everywhere, omitting to pay their bills, quick to

abuse anyone socially ‘inferior’ and easily provoked into hysterical violence.

As the ringleader, Anton is perhaps a shade nastier than the others, but, when
they get their just desserts courtesy of the new-look Christina, it’s impossible to

shed tears for any of them ...

*'y5’ARON^Jy^RANKENSTEIX

^r77R .^^^i^ERTZ

“I urn a muddle/ieod . . . I’m a broken-down, drunken old

muddlehead.”

The neighbourhood GP, Hertz is absent-minded, soft-hearted and

mystified from start to finish by the experiments in which he so

enthusiastically collaborates. He can be quite sharp when he needs to

be, though - he blackmails the local gaoler with consummate ease.

Robbed of a surrogate son when Hans is executed, he quickly ‘adopts’

the rejuvenated Christina instead, and, despite everything, never

swerves from his belief that Frankenstein is “a wonderful man.”

“That temper of mine is always getting me info trouble . .

.

It'll gel me hanged one day.”

Hans has to cope not only with the traumatising boyhood

experience of seeing his father decapitated but also with the casual

cruelties of the community in which he lives. No wonder he finds

solace in the Baron’s bizarre experiments and in the arms of the

other local pariah. Christina Kleve. Though unjustly condemned to

the guillotine, he finds time to feed the rats that share his cell.

Sympathy for the underdog is

only to be expected from a

young man as unlucky

as Hans.

"To the best of my knowledge doctorates are not awarded for witchcraft, but if ever they are,

no doubt I shall qualify for one."

Frankenstein is here at his most philanthropic, not only bringing Christina back to life but also curing

her limp and alleviating her dermatological problems in the process. Characteristically, though, he

completely fails to reckon with the human cost of his explorations.

He scorns Hertz's proposal that they ask Hans’s permission before

attempting the soul transference, and later, faced with a man trapped

inside a woman’s body, he has the impudence to ask ‘it’ to make him

his breakfast.

^^HRISTINA
“Please . . . Who am I?”

She may well ask. After a miserable existence as the neighbourhood

freak - an embarrassment to her father and the butt of young men’s

brutal jokes - she is reincarnated as a raving beauty with the

cruellest kind of identity crisis imaginable. Her new father is even

less understanding than the old one, and despite the crumbs of

comfort provided by surrogate father Hertz, a second stab at suicide

seems the only logical answer to her overwhelming confusions.
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an appointment with a doctor who claims to be able to treat her affliction.

Venturing back Into town, he passes Kleve’s caf6, and is promptly arrested by

the police and charged with the murder. Without an alibi, the kangaroo court

assembled shortly after convicts him easily. He is to be guillotined at dawn.

Upon Frankenstein’s command, a reluctant Hertz, threatening blackmail, forces

the town’s Chief Gaoler to let him have Hans's body after the execution. Hans’s

appointment with death arrives, and Christina’s coach trundles past the

guillotine just in time to witness his execution. Stricken with grief, she hurls

herself from a bridge, drowning in the torrent below. The bodies of both Hans

and Christina end up in Frankenstein’s possession, Frankenstein extracts and

captures Hans’s soul . ,

.

Six months pass, and Frankenstein and Hertz have repaired and revived

Christina’s body, making her beauteous and graceful. An amnesiac, she is

unaware that Hans’s soul shares her frame; a fact proven by Frankenstein

when he takes her to the guillotine, reawakening Hans's memories of his father.

Later that night, Christina awakes, strangely entranced, and dresses herself . .

.

Anton, out strolling, thinks he hears Hans’s voice in the shadows, Terrified,

he joins Karl and Johann in the cate. They soon tire of his company, and leave.

A jittery Anton encounters the unrecognisable Christina in the

street, who exhorts him with seductive promises to follow her to

the deserted Kleve house. In the house, she disappears into an

adjoining room, from whence Hans’s voice calls out to the terrified

Anton. Come the morning, the town’s guillotine is once more wet

with blood. The two remaining fops conspire in the cate the

following night. Agitated and remorseful, Johann deserts Karl,

leaving him alone in the cafe. But not for long. Christina enters,

and tries out the same routine upon Karl that she’d used upon

Anton. Excusing herself to the kitchen, she reappears and sets

upon him with a meat cleaver. His body is later found; written in

blood beside is a single word - ‘HANS’.

A delegation of superstitious dignitaries visits the Baron,

threatening to try him for witchcraft. Frankenstein persuades them

to exhume Hans’s body to prove his own innocence. Upon doing

so, however, the coffin is found to have been tampered with - and

the head is now missing. Christina has it impaled upon her

bedpost. Hans’s paraphysical Instructions echo in her head: “Kill

Johann.’’ Meanwhile Johann, scared witless, is packing his things.

Returning to the house. Hertz and Frankenstein find Christina

drunken prisoner, condemned to death for murder, is taken to a

guillotine standing stark and alone amid a bleak landscape. A young,

ineffectual priest arrives on a donkey, and begins to mumble in Latin.

I As two guards ready the prisoner for execution, he observes a small

]
figure watching from the bushes beyond; his son. Hans. The priest

chases the boy away, and the prisoner, agitated, begs his escort to have his

head off right away. But as the blade comes crashing down, the boy reappears,

and witnesses his father’s last, terrible moment. Some twelve years pass. Hans,

now fully grown, passes the rusted guillotine on his way to the house of Doctor

Hertz, the destitute and self-confessed “muddlehead” who practises in the

adjacent town. Hans - Hertz’s simple dogsbody, fetcher and carrier - rushes

upstairs to Hertz’s recently-converted attic-laboratory, where they pull a frozen

sarcophagus from a specially adapted chamber, and revive its occupant - Baron

Victor Frankenstein. Frankenstein, a new arrival in town, has badly

burned hands as a result of a previous accident, and is exploiting

Hertz’s nature to assist him in the researches which have led to this

latest experiment. The Baron has allowed himself to die for

precisely one hour, during which time his soul has not left his body.

As he speculates as to the reason why. Hertz instructs Hans to go

into the town and fetch a bottle of champagne to celebrate their

success. They have no money, but Frankenstein tells Hans that he

will settle with the landlord later.

With Hertz's coat on his back, Hans rushes to a cafe-bar run by

Kleve and his disfigured daughter Christina, for whom Hans carries

a^orch. Kleve forces Hans to pay for the champagne with Hertz's

coat, but their terse dialogue is interrupted by the arrival of Anton,

Karl and Johann, three dandified and arrogant young bucks whose

families head the town. They demand that the club-footed Christina

wait upon them, and proceed to taunt her cruelly as she passes

from table to table. Hans, seething, looks on. Christina accidentally

spills red wine over Anton’s foppish garb; Anton pushes her to the

floor in retaliation. Hans challenges him, and a three-upon-one

scuffle ensues, in which Anton is badly cut by Hans. The police

arrive to find a knife-wielding Hans threatening to kill the 'bloods’.

Hans is summarily ejected; Kleve, however, will not press charges,

and sends his daughter back home forthwith. Frankenstein and

Hertz encroach upon the scene; Hertz patches Anton up for a fee.

Hans shimmies up to Christina’s bedroom; they make love.

Ejected from the cate, Anton. Karl and Johann sing a vicious

serenade to “the ugliest angel of them all" in the street below. Tiring of their

sport, they stagger back to the cafe and watch Kleve depart; as the landlord

heads homeward, they re-enter the cate, intending to drink the house dry. But

Kleve has left his keys behind, and returns unexpectedly. Discovered, the

'bloods' set upon him with their canes, and club him to death. They flee.

Back in the laboratory, Frankenstein has created an artificial ‘force-shield’

from which nothing can escape, and announces mysteriously that he has

“conquered death"; that by trapping a soul inside this shield, he can restore a

dead body to life and then return the essence of that person to their body.

Later, Kleve’s body is discovered. Beside it. Hertz's coat, last seen on Hans .

.

The morning. Hans sees Christina onto the Innsbad coach, where she has

missing. Johann boards the Innsbad coach. His sole travelling companion is

none other than Christina. Confronted, Frankenstein confesses all to the Chief

of Police, but makes a break for it and hurries after the Innsbad coach in a

horse and trap. One of the coach-horses, however, has thrown a shoe en route

and Christina has persuaded Johann to walk the rest of the way through the

woods, picnicking on the way. By the time Frankenstein finds them, Johann lies

bloody, stabbed to death, and Christina has taken Hans’s amputated head from

her hat-box. The head tells her she can now rest; she runs away. Frankenstein

gives chase but Christina races to a nearby gorge and throws herself - once

more - into the swirling rapids far below. Sadly, Frankenstein turns on his heel

and walks away.
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nd God Created Woman, French writer-director Roger Vadim’s notorious

Brigitte Bardot vehicle of 1957, inspired Anthony Hinds to suggest

spoofing the title in 1958 as a possible follow-up to The Revenge of

Frankenstein: And Then Frankenstein Created Woman. “We pinched the title,

yes,” he confirmed many years later. "That was my idea." The notion got as far

as being announced as forthcoming in a late 1958 edition of fomous Monsters

of Filmland: however, the project appears to have become sidelined shortly

after, and The Evil of Frankenstein began development in mid-1962, Evil

performed well in the US (if slightly disappointingly closer to home), and feor

of Frankenstein was duly announced as part of the huge 1 1-picture production

deal struck in luly 1965 between Hammer, Seven Arts, IWentieth Century-Fox,

and Associated British. Fear was abandoned and Hinds’s former title revived,

albeit shortened to the punchier Frankenstein Created Woman. After a meeting

at Fox headquarters. Colonel James Carreras reported to his colleagues that Fox

magnate Daryl Zanuck had “enthusiastically endorsed the choice of title for

the film."

^ Script

D
ated June 1966, the shooting script was revised on 24th June, 27th June,

30th June, 12th July, and further minor amendments made in an internal

memo sent out a week later by producer Anthony Nelson Keys. In addition

to various small prunings of dialogue and so on, several whole scenes were lost

entirely in the process; amongst them the first test administered by

Frankenstein upon the indestructible wine glass, wherein the Baron "picks up a

heavy stick . . . and, raising it slowly, brings it down onto the glass. Just before

impact, the rod shatters, leaving the glass untouched. Frankenstein looks

round, triumphant.”

Johann’s testimony would have followed Frankenstein’s at the kangaroo

court assembled to try Hans: “He shouted, ‘They’re going to get what they

deserve,’ and he had this knife in his hand.” “And then?" “He attacked!" Cut,

too, was a rather tasteless speech given by the Chief Gaoler to Hans, in the

latter’s condemned cell; “Having a good meal, eh? Best way - better on a full

stomach. Won’t be long now - soon be over. Sooner the better for you, eh? No
point in dragging these things on. What has to be done, has to be done . .

.

The guillotine - nothing to worry about, you know. You should know, it's in

your family, as a manner of speaking . . . I’ll leave you in peace, then. You’ll

have plenty to be thinking about. All the things you done and wish you hadn’t,

eh? The Priest’ll be here in a moment - you can tell him all about them. That’s

if he doesn’t forget. You know, when they topped your old man, he nearly

missed [the executioni . .

.’’

A very long sequence, detailing the events of the six months between

Christina’s death and awakening, was cut

altogether. The first scene takes place in a

graveyard;

(indicated by snow falling past Hertz’s attic

window) there is a brief scene in which

Frankenstein checks on Christina’s

shrouded, but "alive and breathing" form.

Following Christina’s rebirth, and Hertz

giving her a mirror, two short character

scenes were snipped: Christina waking up after a nightmare, and being

comforted by the good Doctor; and a scene the next morning, where she is seen

pondering over the initials ’CK’ marked on her trunk (“Christina . . . what?

Kroner? Kranz? Koenig?’’) only to be interrupted by Hertz, bringing her a hat-

box with a new hat inside, “to celebrate . . . Come, the sun is shining - the

birds are singing. A perfect day for your first outing.” Christina’s face clouds:

"I’m frightened . .

.”

Anton’s death is more clearly elaborated by a shot following that of the

bloodied guillotine blade; “.
. . in the basket is the head of Anton. A small

group stands around. It is

the Police Sergeant who

picks up the head and

stuffs it in a sack.” That

night, a group of villagers -

plus Karl and Johann - are

seen carousing in the caf6.

The new landlord recalls

Anton’s last appearance,

while the spokesman and a

bystander speculate over

the identity of the probable

culprit: "If there’s

anything - unnatural going

on, we know who’ll be at

the bottom of it, don't

we?" “Black-hands.”

"Baron Frankenstein.”

nods the spokesman.

Immediately after, there is

a dialogue between

Christina and the Baron. Late at night, she takes him a hot drink, unprompted.

“Are you happy here?” he asks, “Yes. of course,” she replies. "At least, I’d be

happier if I knew who I am . .

.
jl know) only what the Doctor has told me . .

.

that I must have lost my memory - you found me wandering about the

mountain outside. And that I was ... a cripple," She thanks him for his

“kindness", which prompts him to state simply, “Kindness doesn’t enter into

it. 1 am a scientist - you are the subject of my research." And later still, we
cut to a shot of the villagers leaving the cafe: “.

. . the CAMERA MOVES TO *

REVEAL the figure of Christina, 'tarted up’ once more, standing in the

shadows -waiting."

An earlier draft of the script saw the method of Christina’s ultimate suicide

differ from that depicted. It was through stabbing herself, and not drowning,

that the hapless girl originally met her end.

The Priest reads the burial service as the

coffin of Christina is lowered into the grave
next to that of her father. There is a handful
of mourners . .

. [including] surprisingly,

Frankenstein and Hertz. They move away
with suitably solemn expressions, passing a
simple grave apart from the others. The
simple headboard reads:

HANS BERNER
Born 1876

Executed 1895
May God have mercy on his soul

They hesitate, glance down at it.

and smile . . .

The Gravediggers start to fill in the girl’s

grave. Her headstone reads:

CHRISTINA KLEVE
Beloved daughter of Anton and Gerda Kleve

Born 1876
Died 1895

May She Rest in Peace

The gravediggers even get a curt dialogue:

"The coffin seemed light to me.” “She was only a

slip of a girl . .

." During the following winter
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H
ammer’s new star discovery was Polish

Dietlinde Zechner, better known at the

time as Susan Denberg - P/ayboy’s Miss

August 1966. The former au pair girl had

already been seen in the Stor Trek episode

Mudd’s Women and Norman Mailer’s An

American Dream. Sadly, Denberg was plagued

by mental health problems elicited by drug

abuse, and Frankenstein Created Woman

marked the effective end of her brief career.

In the third lead was Hammer stalwart

Thorley Walters, happy to be working once

again alongside Peter Cushing. Several critics

would later point out the HolmesAVatson

subtext to the Frankenstein/Hertz relationship:

'T think it just developed as we went," he

recalled in a 1988 interview with US fanzine

Utile Shoppe of Horrors. "Peter Cushing is an

extremely nice man, very generous, very

professional ... I just enjoyed doing the job. I

remember lots of work in the laboratory with

lots of pipes and things about. Cutting people’s

heads off and so on! I'd got good people to

work with."

Peter Blythe would later be Roger de

Courtenay in Hammer's A Challenge For Robin Hood; most recently, he

appeared as nefarious biscuit tycoon Vincent Stoat in Scots sitcom The High

Life. Barry Warren, too, was no Hammer ingenu, with Kiss of the Vampire and

The Devil-Ship Pirates to his credit. Latterly, he could be seen in a 1991

Lovejoy episode. Just Desserts. Derek Fowlds is now one of the best-known

character actors on British television. After playing second fiddle to a stuffed

fox as one of Basil Brush’s put-upon presenters (and a small part in Jim

O’Connelly's 1972 exploitation flick. Tower of Evil), he took the part of

Parliamentary Private Secretary Bernard Woolley in the long-running Yes,

Minister and Its follow-up. Yes, Prime Minister. A similar role later befell

erstwhile Priest Colin Jeavons - oily Chief Whip Tim Stamper in the acclaimed

political dramas House of Cards and To Ploy the King. The other genre skeleton

in his closet is playing the Commissionaire in Pete Walker’s splattery slasher

of 1977, Schizo.

Chief of Police Peter Madden's exhaustive list of horror/Hammer credits

includes Dr Bradley in 1957's Fiend Without a Face; Bert Darwin in Hell is a

City; Bruno in Kiss of the Vampire; Caleb in Dr Terror's House of Horrors; a

cabby in Fronfeenste/n and the Monster From Hell; and a supporting role in

Hammer comedy Nearest and Dearest. He once said, “I’m generally cast as a

baddie because I’ve got such a miserable bloody face. Thank God I never

wanted to be a star." His last film role was as the ‘Toothless Man’ in 1976’s

Lebanese production, Af R/sa/ah {The Message, aka Mohammed, Messenger of

God) alongside Andre Morell; he died that same year. Alec Mango flirted once

more with the Frankenstein mythos as Murray in Ken Russell’s Gothic. Scots

actor Alan MacNaughtan’s most recent work to date is Arthur Miller’s A View

From the Bridge at the Strand Theatre, London. Scouser Ivan Beavis was best

known as widower Harry Hewitt in the early days of Granada’s Coronation

Street. And pity poor Bartlett Mullins. He’d been scheduled to appear as a

tramp in the earlier The Curse of Frankenstein; his scenes were absent from the

finished film, and thus he didn't get to appear alongside the Baron for II

years. He can also be seen in Peeping Tom, and as the blind man in 1972’s

anthology Tofes From the Crypt.

^ ĥooiinff

P
roducer Anthony Nelson Keys put the plot of this latest Hammer effort

succinctly: "This time Frankenstein creates a beautiful girl from one who
has been ugly. Only something goes wrong. She goes around chopping

people's heads off with an axe.” He continued by outlining three basic horror

precepts. "To begin with, you need some basis of

legend or backing of some well-tried classic of

literature. Secondly, we have to be utterly serious

when we are making the films. Serious and

dedicated. Then - lastly - audiences must have

some degree of self-identification. They must believe

it could happen to them walking home from the

cinema.” Frankenstein Created Woman was budgeted

at £140,020; it came in, however, at £138,595.

Hammer had originally intended that the film would

be mounted at the ABC Elstree studio facility;

finding Elstree booked, Bernard Robinson’s sets

were accordingly built on the Bray sound stages

between 20th June and 2nd July, 1966. Principal

photography commenced two days thereafter, on

Monday 4th July, Last-minute problems were

experienced in the costume department; minutes of

July 1966 record that "certain difficulties ... had

arisen in connection with Frankenstein Created

Womon . . . these were of a temporary nature and

caused . .

.

particularly by the requirements of

Doctor DoUttle. The troubled shooting of the latter

had commenced at Pinewood; after shifting to

location in Wiltshire, the American producers had

grown frustrated by their inability to film due to the

awful English weather, and had decamped the entire

production to Hollywood. London costume agency

Bermans was therefore, presumably, unable to

deliver pre-booked costumes to the Frankenstein set;

FRANKENSTEIN CREATED WOMAN



Several days' location work were deemed necessary; on a hill-

top, the crest of a gorge, a bridge, by a riverside, and in wood-

land. Exteriors were also built on the main Bray lot: the caft

Kleve’s house, and streets surrounding. A myth has grown up

that at opposing street ends were sets for the franfeenstein and

the Egyptian market-place of The Mummy's Shroud; they were

never in use simultaneously, since Frankenstein Created Woman’s
main shooting block ended exactly on schedule, on Friday 12th

August, and the Shroud sets didn't start to go up until over a

fortnight later.

lames Bernard’s soundtrack was added on 1 4th October;

sound dubs were made at the Anvil Theatre, Beaconsfield, three

days later. It appears that several minutes' worth of material was shaved from

various cuts of the film; an early US press screening was reported by Motion

Picture Herald to run to 92 minutes’ duration. By the time of the UK press

previews, it had been reduced to its current length of 86 minutes. Certainly, the

film lost five minutes' worth of material between rough cuts viewed on 6th and

21st September respectively.

they were being worn by Dolittle extras on the other side of the Atlantic!

Town Magazine profiled production designer Bernard Robinson in its edition

of November, 1966. Journalist Margaret Flannery interviewed Robinson on the

set of Franfeenstefn Created Woman, and conveyed her impressions accordingly;

. . . Meanwhile, back In the studio, a glimpse of the Frankenstein style.

“Turn up the steam, Charlie.' Steam belches obediently from a

single jet in the midst of an EmmeMIke contraption, all coils and

pipes, a sort of atomic distillery. Above the pipes, an overhead

metal grid and the mad doctor (Peter Cushing) Is deftly attaching

two alligator clips to this latter-day nuclear bedspring. Then, with

diabolical cunning, he attaches two more alligator clips to another

Infernal machine. The juice Is on and two lamps belt rays on the

poor headless victim lying full length on an outsize chopping block.

The holes in his grey socks are realistically off-camera. ‘These

Frankensteins,' Robinson nodded, ‘The basics are all the same - a

few bits and pieces sewn together and some new spark of life . .

.”

HAMMER HORROR



T
he American trailer included two brief

line-drcuving animations blending

seamlessly into film close-ups of

Frankenstein and Christina’s bandaged

head. Over clips ran pounding music -

including snatches of the original Curse

Frankenstein theme, plus the main theme

from, strangely, The Mummy's Shroud - and

a deathless narration typical of the era:

'Tie ultimate in eril, and desine! Frankenstein,

monster and madman! A beautiful woman, will

tie soul of tie Devill

Peter Cushing as Baron Frankenstein, who

crosses swords with Satan In Us fight tor

Immortalityl

Susan Denberg as Christina, the deformed

creature transformed by Frankenstein to a living

beauty. Within her, a dead man’s revengeful

urge to kllll

TIorley Walters, the doctor who helps

Frankenstein to violate the laws of nalurel

The boy Hans Is the tool of the Frankenstein

eiperiment. These boys are the cause of Itl’

FRANKENSTEIN CREATED

WOMAN

FRANKENSTEIN CREATES

A NEW KIND OF SHOCK

T
his, Hammer’s fourth

excursion into the

world of Shelley's

wicked Baron, premiered

Stateside on 15th March

1967 with The Mummy's

Shroud as its support

feature. For a long time

Created Woman was to

have been billed

alongside Prehisfortc

Women (later re-edited

and re-titled Slave Gtr/s).

Indeed, the latter was

scheduled as support as

late as October 1966.

Concerns over the

quality of the prehistoric

fantasy at Hammer

House may have been a

contributory factor to its

delay.

After a ptess screening

on the 15th,

Frankenstm Created

Woman received its UK
debut at the New

Victoria Theatre,

London, on Thursday

18th May 1967, and

went on general release

from 18th June. As per

The Mummy's Shroud, a

PRESSBO©K
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FRANKENSTEIN
SCHUF EIN WEIB
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f-ARBE •>» DE LUXE

NOW FRANKENSTEIN HAS CREATED THE ULTIMATE IN EVIL-

a
BEAUTIFUL

WOMAN
WITH
THE

SOUL
OF THE

DEVIL!

COLOR

PtTERCUSHINB-SUSANlBBERG’THORLEYmTERS-JOHNaOffi-ANTHONYiaSONKEyS’rt^
A SEVLK AfitS HAMMtfi PROOUCtlON • RflfA,Sf0 BY 20» KNIM-FOX

Alwre.- tfre lavish German

press b(X)k, which included

private and confidential report upon the film was prepared biographies of Susan Denberg

for distributors Warner-Pathe by McCarthy of Whitfield and Anthony Nelson Keys.

Street, London Wl:

In the field of thrillers

the name of Frankenstein

is more or less a password

in certain situations and

this new slant on his

activities should satisfy

the curious ... The plot

itself is fantastic, but not

uninteresting, though the

procedure does, at times,

invite laughter where

none is intended . .

.

Competently staged and

acted, it should prove a

useful title booking.

For the Inventive mind

there are all sorts of

possibilities for exploiting

Frankenstein and this one certainly is different, even though

it doesn't live up to the gruesome qualities expected . .

.

The film was selected by acclaimed director (and Hammer enthusiast) Martin

Scorsese for reviewing in a season of his favourite films at London’s National Film

Theatre in January 1987. "If I single this one out,” he said, “it’s because here they

actually isolate the soul, a bright blue shining translucent ball. The implied

metaphysics is close to something sublime."

Frankenstein Created Woman was first issued as a UK home video release by

Castle Pictures (CAS 5138, rated '15') in March 1991, and thereafter re-released by

Lumiere Video (LUM 2211) on 22nd May 1995.

'Frankenstein films were never like this

before, ’ boasted the American press Oooif.

FRANKENSTEIN CREATED WOMAN



ft seemed like the break I had been waiting for
' iv/jcn I got the lead role with Peter Cushing in

Frankenstein Created Woman . . . during the film-

ing I shunned the bright lights. I ivos determined

to ivorfc my /jordest to mofte a success of the

Peter Cushing. Susan Denberg. Anthony Nelson Keys

and Terence Fisher on location near Bray Studios.

The BFl’s June edition of Monthly Pi/m Bu/Zefin

offered similar unfavourable comparisons with the

great Karloff cycle;

It Is thirty-two years since the creative Baron last applied

himself to the Intricacies of female construction, but this

new enterprise In no way matches James Whale's Bride of

Frankenstein. It could reasonably be expected from the title

that the piece de resistance would be the creation of the

woman, but by an unusual quirk of obstinacy this Is the very

point In the story that Is casually glossed over, and the

script is more concerned with the gory murder spree which

follows ... of genuine Frankenstelnlana there Is little

beyond the Baron's Initial resuscitation. The laboratory

paraphernalia is steam-puffing and picturesque ... but the

poverty of the script Is little compensation for loss of the

old tradition.

AND
INNOCENCE...
FRANKENSTEIN HAS

CREATED THE
ULIIMAfEiN
EVILaDESIRE

PETERCUSHING'SUSMiOOieEfiG

IHORLEy VMUtRS-JOHN fIKR WHOff WlSflH KtVSItffiWt FISIM
javENARrs-kwuKPROOucrKW i!Eiim8r20»camiRv-fO)i

AAAT-JOe

only pinpointing the implied contempt they must feel for

their audiences. Whatever one says for or against the

Universal series of the Hollywood forties, chronology was

always established with painstaking thoroughness. The fact

that the Hammer boys seem too lazy to build these plots on

secure foundations alienates me from the start . . . Terence

Rsher directs with his usual expertise, but in future let's

have at least a token attempt at credibility, even In horror.

criticisnws - _ .
"

1

5th March 1967. Ever ready with a pithy

comment. Variety’s 'Robe' remarked upon the

title, Frankenstein Created Woman,

“Considering the result is a beautiful blonde

Susan Denberg . . . most film fans would like to

see the doctor get a grant from the Ford

Foundation, or even the CIA . . . Cushing could

walk through the Frankenstein part blindfolded

by now but still treats it as seriously as though

he were playing Hamlet ... The remainder of

the cast is uniformly superior to the roles they're

playing but Miss Denberg often seems inhibited

by all the clothes she's forced to wear . .

.”

The British press got their turn two months

later. The Financial Times seemed rather taken

with the film, if not its partner. The Mummy's
Shroud (“.

. . tedious and embarrassing").

Quoth the FT: “Frankenstein Created Woman has

something about it that holds you, despite

yourself ... [it has] a certain dash and audacity

... and the occasional striking composition in

its picture which still leaves Terence Fisher

without a rival in the Hammer school." Punch

drew attention to Cushing and Walters’s double-

act on 24th May: “.
. . the situation is really very

like that of Holmes and Watson, and is

obviously used to deliberate comic effect."

Richard Davis drew a similar analogy in Pi/ms

and Filming’s issue of July 1967, Walters’s "Dr

Watsonish assistant” reminding him "irresistibly

of Peter Cushing's Sherlock Holmes in Hound of

the Basfeerv/ffes." Davis was, however, less

amused by other aspects of this sequel:

... no reference is made at all to Frankenstein's

previous activities in the laboratory. True he is brought

back to life at the beginning of the story, rather

casually actually, but we are never informed which of

his numerous deaths was responsible for placing him

on this particular slab. Perhaps these are small and

carping criticisms but I maintain that by not clarifying

certain points In the Frankenstein saga, which

threatens anyway to continue Indefinitely, those

responsible are

chflHcc I’d ever had . . . I played a beauti-

ful girl who comes hack from the dead (with

Frankenstein’s help) to avenge herself on three

youths who killed her lover. A bit of a change from

the days when I played an angel in my school

plays in Klagenfurt, Austria . . . The film opened,

and I vva5 hailed for my looks, not my acting. It

didn't matter. Parts were flowing in. and it was

Jusf a matter of selection. Or so I thought.
"

Susan Denberg - from The Hews of the World, December 1969

I

'here's a funny story when I ivos out on

I location near the guillotine, and I arrived

on the set to be told, 'We shon’f he needing you
till after lunch, Mr Walters. Would you like’to

go out on the focafion and sit in a contforfoh/e

chair and relax?’ . . . When i got to the woods
there were some property people filling a sack

or dummy person - stuffing its stomach with

real pigs' entrails - meant to be real viscera! I

said, 'What's that?’, and they said, ‘Oh. it’s

pigs' entrails we’re using.’ This was followed

by. Mr Walters, would you like me to get you
some lunch?' So / add, ‘Well, what have you

got to eat today?', and he replied, 'Roast

pork!!’ That's true.’’

Tborley Walters - from Little Shoppe of Horrors, 1990

IJaron Frankenstein is a complete idealist. He
Ois consecrated to one thing and one thing

only, and that is to perfect the human body, the

human mind. Like most consecrofed people, he is

single-minded and completely ruthless in what he

does. But he is governed by an idealism, he is not

inhuman. He is not doing it to achieve evil in anv

shape or form, or to achieve riches for himself. He
is not out to do anything but perfect what he

considers God has not done. Either this, or he has

discarded any belief in God.’’

Terence Fisher - from Cinefantastique, 1975



ue^
But, in a way, the Baron is a more peripheral figure on this occasion.

We first see him cryogenically suspended as his faithful associates. Hertz

and Hans, remove him from cold storage. (Just as Hammer were doing,

incidentally.) With black-gloved hands covering his face, it's a quite literal

forecast of the unusually ‘self-effacing’ role he is to play in this latest

adventure, which concentrates Instead on the tragedy of

Christina Kleve.

As if Christina's first incarnation weren't miserable

enough, her second is bedevilled by surely the most literal

case of gender confusion on record. Once her white

carapace of bandages, startlingly framed against a crimson

background, has cracked open like an egg, her first

unfocussed sight is of the expectant yet strangely sinister

faces of two middle-aged men. These two have had the

Impudence to take a young woman and infuse into her the

soul of a young man,

yet they continue to

objectify her as if she

were a young woman

pure and simple.

Frankenstein expects

her to cook for him,

while Hertz adopts her

as a kind of surrogate,

china-doll daughter (even dressing her up in ‘Swiss Miss’

costume). The three effete bully boys, meanwhile, look on

her as a quite different sort of object . .

.

The scenes in which she stalks and kills these

unappetising young men are all, like the hilarious trial

sequence, brilliantly paced and staged. And they provide a

further nod to Fisher's Dracufa films. Already we've had the

undead Frankenstein preserved on ice; now we have

Christina coming on exactly like a female

vampire. David Pirie has compared her

in this come-hither guise to Keats's

Lamia, but the kind of femme fatale she

most closely resembles is to be found in

the magazine for which Susan Denberg^^;

had recently posed. And this is perfectly
^

logical - Christina, after all, is a young

man who knows exactly the kind of crass

female image he should project in order

to ensnare three other young men.

Christina’s appalling confusions can

only end in suicide. As a result, one of

Hammer’s most complex scenarios

concludes with perhaps the most

downbeat ending in all horror films. And

when Frankenstein’s fumbling attempts

at philanthropy end in so dismal a

fashion, it seems almost understandable

that he should return three years later as

the vengeful, sociopathic monster of

Frankenstein Must Be Destroyed . .

,

Christina is a youns
man who knows

exactly the kind of
crass female Imase he
should project In order
to ensnare three other

youns men.

S
urely the most startling

aspect of frcnfeenstein

Created Woman is its script.

Anthony Hinds has stuffed it so

full of archetypal characters and

wildly outrageous events - most

of them bulging with mythic and

symbolic overtones - that one is

tempted every moment, like Peter

Madden’s grim-faced Chief of

Police, to say, "Do you expect us

to believe all this childish

rubbish, sir? Do you take us for

fools?" But Terence Fisher

handles each new bizarre twist

and turn of the plot with so sure

and steady a hand that, before

'we know it, the naive, fairy-tale

power of the film has us

completely in its grasp.

What do we have here? We
have a story of teenage outcasts,

aristocratic bully-boys, a repressive mid-European community,

without mothers but with no fewer than four father figures,

one of them a master-magician raised from the dead. It’s a

story so rigorously circular in structure - its first phase

framed by two decapitations, the second by two drownings -

that the miserable events it records take on a genuinely tragic

inevitability. It’s a heady brew, rather as if it were written by

the Brothers Grimm with ‘additional dialogue’ by

Sigmund Freud.

What we also have, of course, is Hammer’s Frankenstein

saga restored to its rightful owner, Terence Fisher, after the

out-of-sequence aberration of Freddie Francis’s The Evil of

Frankenstein. The Baron of Frankenstein Created Woman is

older and mellower than the ruthless dandy of Fisher's first

two films, but, for all the altruistic appearance of his

experiments this time round, they still have a disastrous effect

on the mere mortals around him. What’s worse, he seems,

God-like, to be either ignorant or careless of the fact. Not that

he's entirely free of human frailties himself; he's visibly

discomposed after examining the rejuvenated Christina's

shapely limbs, a wonderfully subtle detail in Peter Cushing’s

characteristically dazzling performance.

FRANKENSTEIN CREATED WOMAN
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Frankenstein Created Woman (1967)

Screenplay by John Elder

The ‘bloods' ~ Anton (Peter Blythe). Karl (Barry Warren), and

Johann (Derek Fowlds) congregate in a drunken gaggle outside

Kleve's house. Inside, Kleve's disfigured daughter Christina (Susan

Denberg) and her simple paramour Hans (Robert Morris) find their

lovemaking disturbed by Anton's cruel serenade:

Sweet Christina, fair of face

Blessed with beauty, filled with grace

Lonely on your virgin bed

You’ll stay a virgin til you’re dead!

In your dreams, a handsome lad

Comes creeping to your virgin bed

Hide your face, don’t let him see

One look at it, and he will flee!

Sweet Christina, don’t you cry

It won’t be long before you die

Then in the heavens, a star will fall

For the ugliest angel of them all!

Karl and Johann join him in chorus.

For the ugliest angel of them all! +

compiled by

Alpn Barnes - rhe Slory, In Produrlion,

r/ic Script, Casting S/tooling On Ri’lciise, Comment

and Classic Scene

lonathan Ri»bv - The Characters and Critique
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NOW IN ITS SECOND WEEK

AT RIVERSIDE STUDIOS

LIZABETH PAUL

SCOTT HENREID

STOLEN FACE
AN EXCLUSIVE-ROBERT L. LIPPERT CO-PRODUCTION

T
erence Fisher and Anthony Hinds

tackled the tricky subject of

reconstructive surgery long before

Frankenstein Created Woman.

Jonathan Rigby examines

Exclusive’s Staler) Face.

Alice Brent Lizabeth Scott

Dr Philip Ritter Poul Henreid

David Andre More//

Dr lack Wilson John Wood

lily Mary Mac/tenzie

Dr Russell Arnold Ridley

Betty Susan Stephen

Alf Cyril Smith

May Diana Beaumont

Pete Terence O'Regon

Cutler Russe/I Napier

Miss Patton Ambrosine Phllpotts

Lady Karringay Everley Gregg

Wentworth Richard Wattis
'

Screenplay Martin Berfeeley,

Richard H Landau

based on an origina/ story by

Alexander Paul, Steven Vas

Music composed by Ma/colm Arnold

Solo Pianist Miss Bronwyn /ones

Speciality Numbers Jack Parnell

Director of Photography Walter Harvey

Art Director Wilfred Arnold

Editor Maurice Rootes

Continuity Renee Glynne

Assistant Director /immy Songster

Camera Operator Peter Bryan

Recordist Bill Salter

Make-Up Philip Icokey

Casting Nora Roberts

Producer Anthony Hinds

Director Terence Fisher

Distributed by Exclusive (GB), llppert (USA)

Certificate ‘A’

Length 6,538 feet

Duration 72 minutes

Tfe Story
D r Philip Ritter, a Harley Street plastic surgeon who alternates a

lucrative private practice with charity work at a women’s

prison, is advised to take a holiday and in the process meets

American concert pianist Alice Brent. They fall in love but Alice’s

manager, David, also happens to be her fianci When Alice leaves

with David on a concert tour, the disappointed Philip remodels the

disfigured face of Lily, one of his convict patients, into an exact

replica of Alice. He proceeds to marry her, hoping to prove his

theory that a beautiful new face will eradicate Lily's criminal

tendencies. He soon discovers that beauty is only skin deep, after

all. Lily and her dubious friends make his life hell, and when Alice

returns with the news that David has nobly ‘freed’ her from her

obligations, Philip's misery is complete. Lily discovers whose face

Philip 'stole' and, when he is called away to Plymouth, she joins

him on the train to frustrate what she takes to be a dirty weekend.

Alice, feeling uneasy about Philip’s desperate state, joins the train

at Surbiton and, in a struggle, Lily is accidentally thrown to her

death, leaving Alice and Philip free to marry.
Litf Mk 2 lUzabeth Scott) discovers vdtose Ritter (Paul Henreid) stole.
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my mas, leience Hsm, LizaDeth Scoft, Paul Henreid and an unidentified creimember discuss tfie pmduction at Riverside Studios.

^ac^jroun(f
I

n October 1 95 1 ,
Jack Leewood, chief production supervisor of the

Robert L Lippert Organisation, crossed the Atlantic to study British

production methods - Exclusive’s Dead on Course (later retitled IVtngs of
Danger) being the film in question. He also wanted, according to one

trade paper of the day, to “minimise some of the 'basic objections' that

American audiences found in British pictures. In American ears,

apparently, some British artists have a tendency to slur dialogue. There

is also the fact that certain English phrases are meaningless in America,

or, worse still, have a completely different meaning.” He brought with

him the script of Stolen Face, which, being American, presumably

presented none of the semantic problems about which Leewood was so

concerned. Filming began on the 22nd of the same month, not at Bray

Studios, into which Exclusive had

distributed by Exclusive

shortly after Stolen face was

completed. His real name -

Paul George Julius Henreid

Ritter von Wassel-Waldingua
- was coincidentally echoed

in his character's name

(Philip Ritter), and, according

to continuity supervisor

Renee Glynne, he enjoyed

working for Exclusive so

much that he could hardly

wait to return the following

year for Mantrap. His last

film was Exorcist II: The

Heretic, and he died, aged 84,

in 1992.

Llzabeth Scott, born Emma
Matzo in 1922, had made a

big impact in You Came Along

and The Strange Love of

Martha Ivers. On her arrival

in England - bringing her

costumes with her, courtesy

of legendary Hollywood

designer Edith Head - she

was greeted by James

Carreras and Richard

Mealand, head of Paramount

British. Gushed Picture Show,

“Liz Scott, as you’ll know, is

called ‘The Threat' - and for

the first time in quite a time

she’s being given a chance to

threaten ... For one facet of her role she has to speak in cockney. She
recited a couple of her lines for me and, rather to my surprise, she was
good . .

.”
(This is a matter of opinion.) “Then I discovered that when

she first knew she was in line for The Stolen Face, she sought out an

English woman in Hollywood and took lessons. That is typical of her

thorough approach . . . She's still a bachelor girl, though it is difficult to

see why. A reporter quoted her as saying; 'I want someone to come home
to, to share my life.' A studio worker, reading this out to me, said: ‘She's

28 and she wants to marry. Blimey! We'll be having queues outside the

studio every day when that gets round.'” During her visit she found time

to ‘broadcast’ on fn Town Tonight and to ‘televise’ on Picture Page; Paul

LIZABETH SCOTT HERE

'Austrian Paul
Henreid, the son

off a Swedish
baron, was the

dlstlnfl^ulshed star
of Hollywood
classics like

Casab/anca and
iVottv

moved in January for the filming of

Cloudburst, but at Hammersmith's

Riverside Studios. It was

Exclusive's eighth, and last, film

made in 'Festival of Britain’ year.

The fact that the synopsis

(subsequently provided as a press

release) differs so wildly from the

actual plot-line points either to

substantial script revisions during production or to Exclusive’s

inadvertent use of the original story outline prepared by Steven Vas
and James Carreras's regular collaborator, Alexander Paal. Amongst
other anomalies, Lily only turns spiteful on discovering a photo of Alice

in Philip's study - she needs no such encouragement in the finished

film - and the railroad climax is precipitated by Philip’s ''dastardly

scheme" to murder his disagreeable wife, of which there isn’t even a

hint in the final product. Also, Alice’s fiance David is described as

American, which is hardly borne out by Andre Morell’s indestructibly

English performance.

Morell, who went straight from Stolen Face to star with Donald Wolfit

in the Old Vic production of The Clandestine Marriage, was making the

first of nine appearances for Hammer, although his role here is decidedly

subsidiary to the two American stars provided by Robert Lippert.

Austrian Paul Henreid, the son of a Swedish baron, was the

distinguished star of Hollywood classics like Casablanca and How,
Voyager. He was also a director; his first film, for Men Only, was

On iH'r arrival In Rnirland. U«a*
brih Scott, the Hal WbIIIh ntar,
Ih welcomed by Jame.4 Carrcran,
of KxcIukIvc I'lliits, and Klchar<l
Mealand, head ut Paramount
Brlti<ih. MUh 8coU Ir to Rtar
here with l>aul Henreid In '* THV
STOI4KN FACK” for K\cIiih1v«.
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Henreid also did a spot of ‘televising’.

Exclusive's family atmosphere was augmented when Renee Glynne

was visited at Riverside by actress Maureen Glynne, niece of Renee's

sister-in-law, the theatrical agent Valery Glynne. Maureen was judged to

be so similar to Lizabeth Scott that she was signed up on the spot as her

double, though she was only

filmed in rear-view shots for the

climactic train scenes in which

Alice and Lily were required to

appear together. The train

interiors were mounted on

‘rockers’ and the time spent on

these scenes helped to put the

film behind schedule. Anthony Hinds admitted that the film was “a bit

behind for one reason or another - but not desperately." Due to finish on

30th November, the schedule was extended into the first week of

December. The film had required

more sets - 32 in all - than

Exclusive had ever used before;

also casting a shadow over the

production, as it did over Ealing

and other studios, was a ‘work to

rule’ by the ACT (Association of

Cine Technicians), the forerunner

of today’s BECTU.

On completion of the film, Tony

Hinds suspended Exclusive's

production programme temporarily,

and spent Christmas in the US in

reciprocation of leewood’s October

visit. Lizabeth Scott also went to

Hollywood - to appear in Scored

Stiff, Martin and Lewis’s limp

remake of the Bob Hope classic.

The Ghost Breakers.

Stolen Face was given a trade

show at the Rialto Theatre on 24th

April 1952. ‘‘Plot is undeniably

far-fetched and melodramatic,"

opined Today's Cinema, “but

effectively exploits its fantastic

central situation . . . Conventional

direction; conscientious star

portrayals; efficient production

work. Fair popular entertainment,

mainly appealing to women . .

.

None of it is to be taken too

seriously.” According to Picture Show,

“The story is well acted and has

suspense . . . The stars make the best

of their roles and the settings are good

but the film often lacks conviction."

Previewed in Hollywood on 22nd May,

'Brog', in Variety, was less tolerant.

“Pacing is laborious, though Paul

Henreid and Lizabeth Scott supply

some substance . . . Miss Scott has a

dual assignment . . . and she is

capable enough in both |rdles|,

considering the heavy-handed, slow

direction by Terence Fisher. Henreid

tries hard, and occasionally succeeds,

in making his role acceptable. Miss

Mackenzie is good and the others

adequate . . . Picture’s chances are

mild.”

Among the ‘catch lines’ Exclusive

recommended to exhibitors were the

following: “Her beauty masked an evil

heart", "To capture love he cheated

nature”, “Beauty without - evil

within", and the frankly revolting “To

a beast was given beauty". Proof that

Stolen face prefigured Hammer’s later

horror films not only in subject matter

but also in sensationalist publicity .

CritiQue
I

n Stolen face we find yet again the ‘split personality’ so familiar

from other pre-horror Hammer films like four Sided Triangle and

Cloudburst. "Horror films are the only kind which Interest me," said

Terence Fisher in 1962. “There's only one exception ... but it’s a very

special one to me; I’d like to direct a love story, a real love story, simple

and sentimental.” Hardly surprising, then, that Stolen face plays for all

the world like a so-called ‘woman’s picture’, lushly realised and

unashamedly romantic. But it can’t get away from the decidedly

unhealthy implications of its own plot.

Any film predicated on the theme of ‘Love Among the Plastic

Surgeons’ can’t help but seem just a little kinky. Stolen face has none of

Wilson (John Wood}, Betty (Susan StephenI ancf Ritter (Paul Henreid] speculate over Lily’s postoperative appearance.

The film had
reauired more

sets — 32 in all —
than Exclusive
had ever used

before.
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the surreal beauty of Franju’s L« Yeux Sans Visage

or the hysterical unpleasantness of Robert Hartford-

Davis’s Corruption, but it’s impossible, nonetheless,

to view it as a straight romantic drama. Who is

Philip Ritter, and why does he feel compelled to mix

his professional and personal lives in this disastrous

fashion? "Did you catch the look in her eyes before

she went under?” he dreamily enquires of a fellow

surgeon early in the film, and from that point on

we’re worried about him. He’s not a repugnant fig-

ure like Bill Leggatt in Four Sided 7>(angle - who
also tries to fashion a duplicate of a lost lover - just

a tragically inhibited one. Paul Henreid’s brilliantly

restrained performance hints at a terrible weight of

unrealised wishes behind the facade of professional

zeal, but in the end we’re left guessing as to their

exact nature.

As in The Revenge of Frankenstein. Ritter is an

artist-scientist who finances his experimental charity

work from the pockets of vain, ageing society

women. As in Frankenstein Created Womon, he's an

artist-scientist who takes a female ‘low-life’ and tries

to turn her into a lady, producing instead a kind of

monster. Hands of the Ripper also turns on this

theme, which is derived pretty plainly from Bernard

Shaw’s Pygmalion. Ritter's Lily, however, has none

of the charm of Higgins’s Eliza Dolittle.

As played by Mary Mackenzie - her left cheek

disfigured, courtesy of Phil Leakey, by a brilliantly convincing sickle-

—— . . . - shaped scar - the original LilyThe onsinal Laly is I--
^ '

affeble enough, but
once operated on

and transformed into
Lizabeth Scott, she

becomes an
avengins^ working
ciass harpy straight
out of the worst

bourgeois nightmare.

is affable enough, but once

operated on and transformed

into Lizabeth Scott, she

becomes an avenging, working

class harpy straight out of the

worst bourgeois nightmare. She

wears a succession of

sensationally slinky evening

dresses {contrasting with the

stylish but rather staid

wardrobe favoured by Alice) and seems intended as a

reactionary warning to all upright professional men
not to mix with ’the lower orders’. However much
you reconstruct their faces, boys, they’ll remain

just as ghastly as before! The film’s notion of

the underworld is a quaint one - Lily’s

gangster friend Pete is particularly

unthreatening - but Ritter is sufficiently

discomfited all the same, Lily is so nasty

that at one point she makes the Pygmalion

link explicit - the legendary Pygmalion

having been a King of Cyprus who fell in

love with his own statue of Venus - by

taking Ritter’s pre-operative sculpture

of her ’stolen face’ and spitefully

smashing it to pieces.

Fisher's trademark horror elements

- despite some suggestive moments

as Lily’s surgery gets underway -

are not yet to the fore, so the film

is by no means as frustrating as

those later films, like The Curse

of the Werewolf, The Phantom of

the Opera and The Gorgon, in

which he seems hell-bent on

producing that cherished "love

story" rather than the horror

subject he’s actually

been given. But the film is too full of 1950s reticence to make full capital

even of its romantic elements. Ritter’s holiday idyll with Alice is

charmingly rendered, but seems hardly passionate, while Alice’s romance
with David is hilariously sexless and po-faced. (Andre Morell can make
nothing of this thankless role; nor, one suspects, could any actor.) And
we’re left entirely in the dark, of course, as to whether Ritter’s hellish

relationship with the resculpted Lily has any sexual compensations,

either for him or her.

Even so, the film is

beautifully photographed in

luminous monochrome,

benefits from appealing

performances from its

imported Hollywood

stars, and provides an

intriguing foretaste of

the Hammer horrors to

+

'Dia you catch

the look in her

eyes before she

went under?'



hile Hammer experimented with new

ideas, other producers recreated the

atmosphere of their finest films.
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better than Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee. They have a wonderful
chemistry on screen.”

The Hammer look was further bolstered by the presence of Roy
Ashton as make-up artist and the casting of Hammer regulars Duncan
Lamont and Michael Ripper. Welsh-born George Benson was delightfully

cast as the ill-fated Waterlow; he too would be familiar to Hammer fans

as the self-important frontier guard in

Terence Fisher's Dracula. Australian

actor Kenneth J Warren (1929-1973),

who provided a wordless but

nonetheless eloquent performance as

escaped lunatic Lenny, had just

completed Demons of the Mind for

Hammer. He had arrived in England in

1957 and his genre appearances

included Circus of Horrors, Dr Blood’s

Coffin and 1. Monster. Scots actress

Lorna Heilbron had come to prominence playing opposite Dudley Moore
in the 1 969 West End production of Woody Allen’s Play it Again, Sam: a

year after her outstanding performance in The Creeping Flesh, she would
be brutally stabbed to death by Angela Pleasence in Jose Larraz’s Cannes
Film Festival selection, Symptoms.

Location shooting was undertaken near Tower Bridge and at Thorpe

(near Egham), in Surrey. The lush interior settings were adapted by art

director George Provis from sets left over from The House That Dripped
Blood (1970). "That film had great style”, Francis accurately recalled.

“One of the reasons for that was because it was produced by a very dear

friend of mine, Norman Prlggen . .
.
(whoj didn’t know anything about

horror films; he just knew about producing good films ... It wasn't the

usual unit of people who were regularly attached to the horror film. It

was pure chemistry. It was just one of those things that clicked when
put together,” Other vital contributors to the film’s “chemistry” were

Norman Warwick, who was working as director of photography for

Francis (himself a brilliant DP) for the seventh time in five years,

and composer Paul Ferris, who had previously scored (and acted in)

Wifch/Inder General.

Although Peter Cushing expressed misgivings about the film’s

Imperfect resolution of its plot elements, Christopher Lee echoed the

director in his appreciation of the finished product; “The Creeping Flesh,

made with Peter as sparring partner (which always seems to generate a

better atmosphere than when we’re on the same side) was a beautifully

mounted Victorian period horror tale." Lee had taken time out during the

Tfie lush interior
sottinfi^s were
adapted Iqr art
director Geof^es^

Provis from sets left
over from 7Ae Moose
TAwf Or49«»ec# BtoaA
**Ttiat film had s^eat

style*’', Francis
accurately recalled.

Tlie Story

1
893. Anthropologist Emmanuel

Hildern returns home from New
Guinea, his eyes on the £10,000

Richter prize. He has discovered, at

a lower level than Neanderthal man,

a super-sophisticated skeleton of

giant proportions, which he takes to

be the 'Evil One' of ancient •

prophecy - not scheduled to be

thrust above ground, however, for

another 3,000 years. Beginning to

wash the skeleton, he finds that

water causes it to take on flesh. He
removes the offending, reconstituted

finger and pickles it,

His embittered half-brother

lames, who runs a lunatic asylum

and covets the Richter prize for

himself, informs Emmanuel that his

wife Marguerite has finally died,

having been committed to the

asylum years before. Emmanuel has

concealed the truth about Marguerite from their daughter Penelope, but

she now discovers the subterfuge and flies into a rage. Distraught,

Emmanuel leaps to the conclusion that Penelope is showing signs of the

mania attributed so long ago to Marguerite. With incredible rashness, he
prepares an 'anti-evil' serum from the skeleton’s living digit and injects it

into Penelope's bloodstream. Running away, she is molested by three

disagreeable men in succession, one of whom she maims while killing

the other two. The last was an escapee from James’s asylum, and soon
Penelope is incarcerated there herself.

Having analysed Penelope’s blood, James determines to uncover the

secrets of Emmanuel’s laboratory. Soon the hi-jacked skeleton is

rushed away in a coach, James sitting calmly beside it. A storm begins,

the coach crashes, James runs off to get help, and the torrential rain

gives life to the skeleton. Penelope, who has been returned to

Emmanuel’s care, lets the Evil One Into the house. Insane with fear,

Emmanuel throws the creature’s disembodied finger on the fire; when
they finally meet, it tears off one of his fingers in recompense. Emmanuel
and Penelope end up in James’s asylum; James denies any family

connection and wins the Richter prize. Emmanuel’s warnings,

meanwhile - that he has inadvertently unleashed embodied evil on the

world - go unheeded.

Dack^roniid

A s 1971 gave way to 1972, Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee were
seeing a great deal of each other. Dracula AD 1 972 occupied

September and October, then - pausing only for Cushing to polish off

Feor fn the Night and Dr Ph/bes Rises Agoi'n during November - they

were both off to Madrid in mid-December for Panico en El Transiberiano

(Horror Express). Barely two months later they were re-united at

Shepperton Studios for The Creeping Flesh.

27-year old independent producer Michael Redbourn, a former

dubbing editor for Amicus, had purchased the rights to the property in

January 1971, but was content to bide his time for a whole year to

ensure, as he put it, that "All the elements were just right”. The
availability of Cushing and Lee was obviously uppermost in his mind.
As director Freddie Francis later pointed out, "The two of them together

really work. 1 mean, if you want to make horror films . .

.

you can’t do

'.eft: To Emmanuel's alarm, water sets tfte site/eton’s flesh creeping.

Ujow; Does ttie creature's blood hold the secret of Evil itself?
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March 1972. and

Cushing, Lee and

Stephens |3tfier

for a SherlKk

Hoimes reunion.

making of the film to spend a single Saturday morning on Gary

Sherman’s remarkable Death Line, (of which, however, Lee did not

approve). Shot at Shepperton alongside The Creeping Flesh was Peter

Newbrook's horror-thriller, The Asphyx. Robert Stephens took time out

from the shooting of that film to visit Cushing and Lee, and publicity

shots were taken of the three famous Sherlock Holmeses gathered

around Lee’s desk in the Hildern Institute for the Criminally Insane.

The film's appearance, in February 1973, marked one of those rare

occasions when British critics actually had some kind words for a

British horror film ... The Guardian - “Good, solid work from Freddie

Francis ... a technician who invariably takes more care than most in

the genre with storyline and trappings. Messrs Peter Cushing and

Christopher Lee benefit from the treatment.” The Sunday Times - “It

employs the twin pillars of our native horror cinema ... As a matter of

fact. I thought Mr Cushing gave one of his best performances; and the

screenplay, too, was on a higher level of invention than usual.”

Films Illustrated - "Horror fans will

welcome this, very much a return in

class and style to the early Hammer
films . . . The feel of the woodland

scenes is more Danish or Swedish

than English . . . and the period is

flawlessly caught, intangibly as well

as in plain view . . . Cushing’s

cultured performance looks even

better within a strong storyline, and

Lorna Heilbron is excellent as the

repressed daughter.”

The Creeping Flesh was released

simultaneously in the US (as support

to William A Fraker’s A Reflection of

Fear), where commentators were

similarly impressed. Village Voice

noted that “The Creeping Flesh is

directed with unexpected sensitivity

and sophistication”, and Variety

-

though feeling that the film “ticks too

much like a grandfather clock to

make the follicles quiver’’- went on to

say that “The entire production is

professionally crafted and the cast is

tops, exploiting to the fullest their

1-D characters without a hint of

camp.’’ Cinefantastique was somewhat

sniffier; "Early on the screenplay . .

.

goes off on a tangent . .
.
|as if]

having thought up a good idea for a

new type of screen monster, the

filmmakers were at a loss what to do

with it, for the film ends, somewhat

disappointingly, without resolving

the monster’s fate or whereabouts.”

That, surely, was the whole point . .

.

World Film Services executives were

very much taken by the finished

film, and - bypassing the project’s

prime mover, Michael Redbourn -

invited Freddie Francis to develop a

further project. The result was the

humdrum Tales That Witness

Madness.

There was to be no let-up for those

“twin pillars”, either. Cushing moved

on to Asylum in April, followed in

May by another encounter with Lee -

this time for Lee’s own production

company - in Nothing But the N/ghf.

By Christmas 1972 they were back

together yet again in The Sofon/c

Rites of Dracula. each having made

two further films in the interim - And

Now the Screaming Starts and

Fronfeensfe/n and the Monster From

Hell for Cushing, Dark Places and ^

The Wicker Man for Lee. A punishing

schedule by anyone’s standards . .

.

Criiiijue

T hough not a Hammer film. The Creeping flesh represents a nostalgic

return to the sumptuous period-set Hammer horrors of the late fifties.

With the virtual extinction of the British film industry just around the

corner, and The Exorcist on release in the USA in the same year, it seems

an obvious emblem of the end of an era.

The film begins with Emmanuel Hildern. confined to an asylum,

putting the finishing touches to a poor man’s Salvador Dali picture, then

unravels in flashback as Hildern and his assistant Waterlow - with

agreeable and unmistakable echoes of Holmes and Watson - investigate

“the most sensational scientific discovery of the century.” Hildern, in
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tragically characteristic fashion, leaps to

some outrageous conclusions, seemingly

derived from a close reading of HP
Lovecraft. He immediately waxes

Messianic - "I am the White God.

1 alone hold this tremendous power of

Good and Evil in my hands." The

skeleton, meanwhile - in an ominous

series of probing close-ups - seems to

lie in silent mockery of his absurd

pretensions. It seems aware, in fact, of

the other skeleton in Hildern's life, the

one in his cupboard; or, rather, in the

perfectly preserved bedroom of his

late wife.

For Hildern’s instability is not

confined to the laboratory. His marriage

is revealed to us in a rather clumsy and

unpersuasive flashback, in which

'La Belle Marguerite’ takes more and

more extra-curricular lovers and goes

insane as the seemingly inevitable

consequence. It's here that

misconceptions have arisen. Robin

Wood talks of “the somewhat squalid

bourgeois morality which . .
.

(equates]

with evil ... all displays of energy or

overt sexuality", and even the normally

perceptive David Pirie describes

Penelope, maddened by her father’s

‘anti-Evil’ serum, as “an incarnation of

female libido".

But the equation is obviously ail in Hildern’s overheated mind, since

the flashback is seen only from his point of view. And Penelope becomes

not an incarnation of

rampant sexuality, but

on the contrary, an

ultra-violent exemplar of

the sexual repression

Hildern so cherishes. To

safeguard her own purity

she savages any male

(toff, sailor, lunatic)

who comes near her.

Equating evil with extreme violence seems reasonable, but perhaps

critics have been misled by the ‘scarlet woman’ dress she wears in these

rather hackneyed tavern scenes. Or by the inescapably phallic nature of

Penelope becomes
not an incarnation of
rampant sexuality^
but on the contrary,
an ultra-violent
exemplar of the
sexual repression

Hildern so cherishes.

earlier, in which the terrified Hildern is seen through the blood-oozing

eye-sockets of the thing as it exacts its terrible revenge. A finger may
seem a paltry tribute, but with it, as the epilogue makes clear, goes

Hildern’s reputation and the last shreds of his sanity: a spectacularly

bleak, and genuinely moving, conclusion to a warped family saga.

The film is beautifully designed and imaginatively directed, with an

especially spine-chilling score. The screenplay is unusually ambitious

in scope, and it is brilliantly acted. Lorna Heilbron is appealingly

unstable as Penelope and goes completely mad with teeth-baring

relish. Christopher Lee plays Hildern’s thoroughly disagreeable

half-brother with a steel and below-zero emotional coldness that chills

the blood. And Peter Cushing is at his most porcelain as the pathetic

Emmanuel - his heart-breaking vulnerability in this role perhaps

deriving from the very recent death of his own wife.

The Creeping Flesh seems ripe for re-appraisal as a late-blooming

classic of the golden age of British horror. ^

the skeleton’s newly-fleshed finger, which

pulses obscenely of its own accord when

Hildern is about to throw it on the fire.

Hildern’s revulsion for this horrid appendage

is certainly intriguing - his immediate

reaction at first sight of it is to take up a

castrating chisel and chop it off.

The asylum sub-plot provides a grimly

ironic parallel to Hildern’s domestic

difficulties: the two half-brothers are both

despotic in their different ways, James

ruthlessly so with his inmates and

Emmanuel benevolently so with the

sheltered Penelope. The whole thing builds

to a grandly Gothic climax, a lightning-

flashing lour de force (closely modelled,

perhaps, on the runaway coach finale of

Robert Wise’s The Bodysnatcher), in which

director Freddie Francis pulls out all the

stops. It’s done with such gusto, and such

infectious relish for the accumulated cliches,

that Hildern’s long-delayed appointment

with the Evil One takes on a genuinely

alarming inevitability. Here Francis repeats

a gag he used in The Skull seven years
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whether this placid figure is an

evil murderer or a cuckolded

husband forced into action by his

domineering wife.

Considering that this was such

a notorious case which rocked the

moral climate of Edwardian

society, the film’s strength and

interest lies not in its anticipated conclusion - namely,

Crippen being found guilty and later hanged - but in its

exploration of the central characters' diverse personalities and

all too human foibles.

Rather uncharitably derided by his wife as being a

'‘pill-peddlar" and by the police for having "cod-fish eyes",

Crippen’s introverted nature is completely at odds with the

exhibitionist outpourings of his overbearing wife, who seeks

physical and emotional solace in the arms of numerous male

acquaintances. As Crippen himself observes, “Love to her was

a matter of appetite” whilst for Crippen “love" is a fanciful,

pure emotion found within the embracing arms of his alluring

mistress Ethel.

Although at first the coquettish Ethel appears more

impressed by Crippen's generous gifts and the excitement of

their illicit romance than any deeper attraction, her mournful

presence outside the prison gates after his execution points to

a more genuine love. This is a finely-judged performance from

Eggar. who is better known for her role in The Collector

alongside Terence Stamp, and to horror fans for literally giving

birth to “the children of her rage” in The Brood.

Crippen’s gradual sedation of his lusty wife by sprinkling a

narcotic into her drinks may have appeared “harmless" to him

but his “accidental” overdose ultimately leads to her death

and his subsequent escape to America with Ethel.

This latter episode, in which Crippen tries in vain to pass

a stiff-suited Ethel off as his son aboard ship, perhaps best

illustrates the faithful but misguided illusions he is suffering

from, whilst also physically symbolising the emotional

straitjacket he appears to be fettered by.

Any lasting doubts as to whether this gentle man really

concealed a beast within are seemingly dissolved during the

emotional denouement as Crippen selflessly thanks his guards

for their courtesy towards him, and implores the prison

governor to befriend Ethel and encourage her to forget him.

Surely not the actions of a monster.

This lingering impression is aided by the casting of

Pleasence in a role which virtually demanded his presence.

His is a sympathetic and humane portrayal of a

much-maligned man,

Dr Crippen
Lumiere Pictures

Sell-through release 22nd May

R obert Lynn's pathos-inducing film about the

real-life killer features one of the late Donald

Pleasence’s finest performances. Pleasence was

ideally suited to play the timid, self-effacing

Hawley Harvey Crippen - accused of murdering

his belligerent wife Belle (Coral Browne) in order

to live freely with his mistress Ethel Le Neve

(Samantha Eggar).

“The murderous work of a veritable monster in

human form” is how the prosecutor sums up the

beleaguered doctor in court, and this assertion is

pivotal to the film as we are asked to question
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White Angel
Polygram Video
Rental release 7th May

E
very once in a while there comes along a brief,

heartwarming glow of optimism and promise from the

wizened wastes of the British film ‘industry’. White Angel may
be one such momentary flash of inspiration.

At the tender age of nineteen, fledgling producer Genevieve
Jolliffe simultaneously became the youngest ever film producer

and youngest ever female film producer, earning Instant

recognition in the Guinness Book of Records.

First-time director Chris Jones, himself only twenty-four,

received funding from The Prince's Trust to help bankroll this

serial-killer film which draws obvious inspiration from both

The Silence of the Lambs, with its transvestite murderer, and
Henry - Portrait of a Serial Killer with its verite style.

As the vocally-challenged Inspector Taylor (Don Henderson)
bumbles around trying to ensnare the titular killer (earning the

sobriquet for his/her propensity to stalk blonde-haired and
white-clad victims) the real drama revolves around one-time

successful crime writer Ellen Carter (Harriet Robinson) and her

new lodger, the seemingly mild-mannered dentist Leslie

Steckler (Peter Firth).

It doesn’t take Sherlock Holmes to deduce that Steckler is

none other than the ‘White Angel’ killer. Although his secret is

known to Ellen, she herself is paralysed by fear and guilt,

having herself previously killed and with her late husband now
walled up inside her house.

The psychological cat-and-mouse games continue, as both

are unable to involve the authorities in respect of each other's

crimes for fear of then implicating themselves. To add to the

tension, Sleekier cajoles Ellen to act as his literary and video

biographer as he unburdens his own guilt upon her in an act of

conscious self-revelation. Steckler imparts to Ellen in rather

fanciful fashion. “Can’t you see the divine perfection? You
and 1 are carved from the same stone. It will be the perfect

partnership - your words, my story."

The most disquieting image among all of the cathartic

disclosures from Steckler remains the home video footage he

plays to Ellen detailing his abject humiliation at the hands of

his domineering wife. Her cruel jibes concerning his impotence

result in his decidedly phallic dispatch of her by repeated

stabbing with a long knife. The psychological probing then

continues with Steckler’s obsession with the colour white. Is it

a latent fixation stemming from his wife’s refusal to wear white

during their wedding, or is it a representation to him of a

purity which he cannot tolerate?

There’s a deliberate attempt by director Jones to cultivate a

sense of real panic in true Jack the Ripper style with Steckler

as the unseen assailant stalking innocent women through the

streets of London. The grainy point of view sequences as

Steckler beguiles his victims into a false sense of security

before suddenly striking are eerily effective, especially as the

alluring sight of one victim in the requisite white dress and
stilletos then jump-cuts to the horrific sight of her mutilated

body. The juxtaposition of up-tempo guitar music merged with

desolate, melancholy discords, serves to reinforce the

dislocating images we see as Steckler claims his victims.

Only Steckler’s own accoutrements, his modus operaiidi if

you prefer, of wig. lipstick, mascara, dress and heels are not

fully developed - are they simply a disguise for his homicidal

acts or are they an expression of a particular fetish?

Or perhaps a combination of both?

Whatever you decide, this is certainly an assured debut from

Jones with an entirely functional, if sometimes convoluted plot,

which is lent a certain amount of verisimilitude by a sombre,

almost ethereal atmosphere to Steckler’s atrocities.

The single most disturbing aspect to the film, however,

remains the macabre coincidence of its location being a mere
mile away from the very real atrocities committed at a certain

25 Cromwell Street. The activities of the late Fred West only

came to light after the film’s completion, and remain a germane
example of truth being stranger than fiction.

Guild Home Video
Rental release Sth April

nother in the Italian series of films produced by Dario

Argento but directed by the possible successor to his

throne. Michele Soavi. The Seel borrows some of the arcane

alchemy and sinister architecture of their earlier collaboration,

The Church, yet infuses the action with an ethereal ambience
to create a flawed yet fascinating thriller. If you can imagine

the oppressive, cloying claustrophobia of Rosemary's Baby
injected with the feral imagination and visual elan of Inferno

then you are part-way to understanding this enthralling work.

Miriam (Kelly Lee Curtis) believes herself to be an ordinary'

schoolteacher working in the eerie, fairy tale milieu she

inhabits on the outskirts of Frankfurt. Enter the ancient

Herbert Lorn, a seminal member of ’The Sect of the Faceless

Ones’ - an occultist group whose ritualistic sacrifices reach a

frenzy with the subsequent revelation that Miriam is in fact

playing ‘host’ to the cult’s own demonic offspring.

OK, so it’s not the most convincing premise upon which to

thread a cogent demonic tale, but Soavi pulls it off thanks to

the (mainly) subdued performances and the portentous

atmosphere which prevails.

Virtually every frame bleeds a shimmering blue light, bathing

the characters in an imaginary' metaphysical aura which is later

made flesh, or water at least, in an azure pool at the bottom of

a well concealed in the basement of Miriam’s cabin.

The sleeping Miriam is first impregnated by a sacred scarab

beetle which burrows itself up her nose. She later experiences
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receptacle of the archaic well which ser\’cs as the sexual

metaphor for Miriam’s occultist impregnation.

A far (and welcome) cry from the all too familiar teens in

peril, slice and dice features, and a sumptuously filmed

experience vou would be wise not to miss out on.

7>/2

"vOODSL.LVED SHADOW
Redemption Video
Sell-through release 24th April

A long with The Cal’s Victim, this is another one of Antonio

Bido'sgfo//o films recently released by Redemption.

B/oodstoi/ied Shadoiv is a competent but unstartling entry,

whose more accomplished moments seem derivative of Dario

Argento’s classic Deep Red.

Stefano (Lino Capolicchio) returns home to the picturesque

setting of Venice (although here liido manages to relegate such

a colourful city to a dreary, prosaic grey) whereupon his close

relationship with Sandra (Stefania Casini) becomes secondary'

as a killer stalks the waterways.

As the assassin carries out nefarious work with the de r/gueur

black-gloved hands glimpsed, a succession of unwholesome

characters meet their demise. The bloodbath culminates with

the murder of Sandra’s own wheelchair-bound mother, whose

surreal paintings eventually enable Stefano to guess another

killer's identity.

Typical of this particularly virulent Italian sub-genre, the

convoluted plotting is decidedly throwaway. It is the triumph of

style over content upon which these films rely. But although

Bido exhibits some style, it's nowhere near enough. Some of the

murders are filmed with a certain capricious verve - most

impressively, a haunting slow-motion strangulation in the

opening frames - but Bido is simply too reliant on Argento

moves in order to flesh out his film. So. the surrealist painting

a succession of hallucinatory dreams in which she is clad in

virginal white only to be attacked/impregnated by a rapacious

demon bird. The very real manifestation of this during the

climax sees Miriam’s ‘child’ born. “You're not here to die. you’re

here to give life" she is informed.

However, it’s not the plot mechanics which raise this film

above the mere flotsam and jetsam of most contemporary horror

output, but the stylish flourishes from Soavi which embellish his

work. Take his audacious point of view shot as Miriam stares

down a rattling water pipe, whereupon the foraging camera

tracks every turn, every angle, every length of pipe as it

submerges into the beckoning well before later emerging from

whence it came - namely, in Miriam’s inquisitive gaze.

The subtextual religious references prevalent here are most

memorably displayed as the hysterical Katryn (Maria Angela

Giordano) finds Lorn's discarded cloth, which still bears the

contours of his face. In a macabre twist it then binds itself to

her face - a somewhat obscure reminder of the Turin Shroud

and other such religious icons. It obviously has a powerful (if

not divine) effect as we next see Katryn inviting a truck driver

to stab her repeatedly. Her apparent demise upon the hospital

operating table is temporarily stalled as her bloodied form rises

lazarus-like and nearly kills the terrified Miriam in the process.

For actress Angela Giordano, this is just another in a long line

of visceral roles, presaged by her having a breast gnawed in

Andrea Bianchi’s zombie-fest Burial Ground and a leg hacked off

in Mario Landl’s Thriller In Venice.

Soavi’s most sanguinary moment is reserved for one of the

cult’s unfortunate victims: metal hooks are attached to her face,

which, on the ceremonial cry of “I turn the key", are viciously

twisted. Her facial skin is teased away from the bone in Texas

Chainsaw Massacre 2 fashion. Not pleasant.

In addition to these decidedly nauseous moments, we also

have the continual Freudian psycho-babble/symbolism of

Miriam's incubation of the cult's offspring. This is coupled with

repeated shots of the labryinth pipework, and the inviting
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which is intrinsic to the maestro’s film also occurs in Bido’s,

incriminating one of the film's dual killers (another Deep Red
plot conceit). For the professor who is knifed in Argento’s epic,

Bido has the spearing to death of the child-molesting Count
Pedrazzi (Massimo Serato), whilst the elongated demise of

one victim dragged along by a trailer is mirrored in Bido’s film

as a doctor is pulled behind a motor-boat to a similar death by
decapitation.

As if this wasn’t enough, Stelvio Cipriani’s Goblin-esque score

also utters a few Argento-style melodies, most blatantly during

the stalking of a priest Paolo (Craig Hill) as Deep Red’s famous

pounding fugue is reprised to maximum effect.

Where Bido does manage to inject some tension into the

proceedings is in an impressive sequence where Sandra is

chased through a maze of narrow, claustrophobic alleyways,

before eventually escaping unscathed.

For a more inspiring, thought-provoking prowl through the

streets of Venice I’d suggest Nic Roeg’s Don’t Look Now. or the

definitive Venecian giallo, Aldo Lado’s mesmerising

Who Saw Her Die?

Spirits of the Dead
Arrow Films
Sell-through release 30th May

<<T_I error and fatality have been stalking abroad in ail ages.

llWhy then give a date to a story I have to tell?” This

opening quotation from Edgar Allan Poe expands his own
philosophy whilst also indicating to the viewer just what to

expect in this anthology adapted from Poe’s work. As the

timeless propensity of horror is spotlighted here, who better to

illustrate the point than three of the cinema’s own timeless

figures - Roger Vadim, Louis Malle and Federico Fellini.

The jagged rocks and spectacular coastline of Brittany form

the basis for Vadim’s ‘Metzengerstein’ which showcases his then

wife lane Fonda as Frederica, a tyrannical figure who “ruled

capriciously" from her castle lair during the medieval age and is

rightly likened to being a ’Lady Caligula’. She is, however,

perhaps just a short step away from being a Countess Bathory -

witness the poignant shot of Frederica framed next to a victim

hanging from a gibbet in the background.

Her decadent life of hedonistic pursuits, orgies and bouts of

cruelty is shattered after meeting her neighbouring cousin

Wilhelm (Peter Fonda, in fact), to whom she is instantly

attracted. Having spurned her advances (“I have no wish to join

yohr menagerie”) Frederica then extracts her revenge on him by
having his stables set alight.

Disaster ensues, however, as Wilhelm himself dies whilst

attempting to save his horses. A majestic black stallion then

appears mysteriously in Frederica’s courtyard the next morning,

and her attachment to the animal leaves her pondering whether
the spirit of Wilhelm has been transferred into the horse . .

.

Vadim concentrates on his wife, as Frederica changes with

effortless ease from seductive lace and leather costumes to

thigh-high boots as if it were a dry run for the even more
spectacular fashions in the following year’s Barbarella. To be

fair to Vadim though, his roving camera lens also brings the

verdant landscape to life, even if it is ultimately undermined
by the film’s melancholy tone.

Louis Malle’s interpretation of ‘William Wilson’ was actually

missing from the release of this film I bought a few years ago
from a minor video label, but is thankfully restored here.

Alain Delon plays the title character, an officer in the

Austrian army forever haunted throughout his life by a

mysterious ’double’ who bears the same name. Delon’s opening
run through narrow cobbled streets is intercut with the

slow-motion fall to death of a mysterious figure. This effective

opening gives way to Wilson’s demands to give his confession to

a local priest. In flashback, we learn of the cruel behaviour

which dominates his character - taunting one boy at school by
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suspending him on a rope over a vat full of rodents, at medical

school by almost performing an impromptu heart operation

on a terrified young girl he has dragged in off the street and.

ultimately, cheating at cards to win his prize of losephine

(Brigitte Bardot), whom he then callously whips before 'offering

her' to the other officers present. In each instance, his final act

of brutality is curtailed with the sudden appearance of his

double,

A thought-provoking concept, which is neatly handled by

Malle but which would have benefited from greater screen-time

to develop its characters,

Fellini’s ’Toby Dammit', very liberally adapted from Poe's

punning ‘Don't Wage Your Head to the Devil', is the most

satisfying of the three tales, interspersed as it is with some
typically oufre Fellini characters and visual elegance. Terence

Stamp plays the main figure - a British actor invited to Italy to

star in a new spaghetti western for which, besides being paid,

he is collecting a gift of a new Ferrari, Having blundered his

way through the paparazzi at the airport, assorted television

intert'iewers and an awards ceremony. Stamp eagerly collects

his car and takes it for a night-time spin.

Although the mixture of alcohol and his recurring nightmares

of a strange little girl bouncing a ball towards him may not be
conducive to safe driving, he is soon roaring around each

corner and village square he meets before stopping abruptly

near the edge of a precipice on a half-constructed bridge.

Deciding he can rev the engine and traverse the imposing gap
to land onto the opposite side, we see the flash of headlights

and hear the screech of tyres as he attempts the jump . .

.

Given the nature of the directors involved, Spirits of the Dead
is the kind of classy horror outing you would expect. It ultimate-

ly lacks enough visceral thrills to satisfy the less discerning

horror fan, but if you can take this consideration on board' then

it’s well worth discovering this minor gem.
7
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K
eith Dudley’s behind-thescenes series continues with some of

the directors entrusted with the company’s later, and most lavish,

productions.

TOs page:

Peter Sy*es at mtk on

Devil

9>eteh Sykes
“We wou/d be letting the audience's imagination do the

work, which you couldn't do If you were fust really

frightening them, you don't have to pummel (theirf

senses into submission, just druiv them out very slowly

to the edge of their seats .

.

- Peter Sykes

A
native of Melbourne, Australia, Peter Sykes was born

on 17th June 1939, He acted with the Melbourne

Repertory Theatre after a brief career as a dancer, and

would later cut his teeth as an assistant director on

documentaries and children’s shows for Australian

television.

Upon his arrival in England in 1963, Sykes joined ATV,

again as an assistant, but soon progressing to director; his

Walkabout to Cornwall would be awarded a prize at

Sydney's international Film Festival. He came to the

attention of ABC producer Brian Clemens, who was

looking for fresh directors to work on his cult TV show

The Avengers. Sykes would direct two segments from the

series’s final season of 1968-9; Love Alf, and a
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well-received High Noon pastiche, Noon-Doomsdoy.

Forsaking television, Sykes became a freelance director. After making

cult film The Commillee with Paul [ones and Pink Floyd, he travelled to

Germany to shoot the independently produced British film Venom, a

thriller starring Sheila Keith and Simon Brent. Venom caught the eye of

Hammer’s incoming managing director, Michael Carreras, who duly

contracted Sykes to direct Demons of the Mind, an intriguing

psychological chiller scripted by Christopher Wicking from a story by

producer Frank Godwin.

Moving on to EMI/Associated Films shortly thereafter, Sykes directed

Die Laughing and The House in Nightmare Park, a comedy-horror

written by Clive Exton and Terry Nation as a vehicle for star Frankie

Howerd. Upon completion of Nightmare Park, Sykes moved directly into

production of Steploe and Son Ride Again, EMI’s second motion-picture

spin-off from the successful BBC sitcom.

After co-scripting the feature film Beware the Darkness and directing

Eddie and the Lucky Salt Peanut in 1974, Sykes returned to Hammer
Films in 1975 to take on the company’s third Dennis Wheatley

adaptation. To the Devil . . . a Daughter. Sykes was brought in as an

eleventh-hour substitute for Don Sharp, who had pulled out after the

film’s planned starting date had been delayed. Many had been

considered for the job at various stages of pre-production, including

Michael Apted, Don Chaffey, Alan Gibson. Silvio Narizzano, Peter Sasdy

PAULJONES

•“'T

PATRICK MAGEE

YVONNE MITCHELL

ROBERT HARDY

GILLIAN HILLS

MICHAEL HORDERN

f KENNETHJ.WARREN

LH^ammer
The evil power of black magic has fascinated millions of cinema-goers.

First...“Rosemarys Baby." Then . ."The Exorcist." Snd now a motion picture

that probes fu rthcr into the mysteries of the occult than any has dared before!

DennisWheatleys

'Vi rHEbfcVIL..4(«lf)Ek':

and Michael Tuchner, but all had

proved to be either unavailable or

unenthusiastic. Michael Carreras

had favoured Sykes from the

outset: after Sharp’s departure,

9 Carreras sent a memo to the film’s

^ producers which read, “1 would

^ again urge you to seriously con-

sider Peter Sykes who I believe

would do a first-class imaginative

job of direction, whilst at all times retaining a

responsibility towards schedule and budget.

To my mind he is ideally suited to the subject

and on the threshold of becoming an important

director for the future.”

However, the film’s troubled production led

to Sykes being outvoted when it came to

determining its precise conclusion. The film

failed to make the desired impact at the

box-office upon its release in March 1976;

Sykes headed for France in 1977, where he

worked on the TV series Magicians of the

Future before going to Israel, where he co-

directed (with lohn Krish) a straightforward

Bible narrative, /esus. Later he would helm

Alexander the Great for Video Arts/Tlme Life,

and would return to England in the early

1980s to direct the critically-acclaimed

Channel 4 series. The Irish RM. Other credits

from this period include The Lost Secret for

the BBC and The Defectors for Video Arts.

Sykes has since made documentaries for both

the European Broadcasting Commission and

the IBA.
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Reconnaissance

photographs showing

Don Chaffey on

location lor

One Million Veers BC

in Lamarote. Such

photographs were

used to help pian
.

special effects >

sequences.

liTTl
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Ttie Daily Cinema, 13th December 1965.

^on Chaffey
“Don was a real character. Don was fifcc a real sort of macho
man sort of guy. He was gruff, and the crew (ovetf him . . . later,

I reatiseJ he knew exactly what he was doing."

~ faquel Welch

B
om in Sussex on 5th August

1917 and educated at Hastings

Grammar School, Don Chaffey

joined the film industry as an art

director for Gainsborough

Pictures in 1944. It was while at

Gainsborough that he made his

first feature, 1949’s The

Mysterious Poacher, a children’s

film which won a medal at the

following year's Venice Film

Festival. Greatly encouraged,

Chaffey became one of the team

of directors working for the

Children’s Film Foundation with

films such as Bouncer Breaks Up,

A Good Pullup and Watch Out.

He broke into mainstream

pictures in the late 1950s with features including Eros’s exploitation

melodramas The Flesh is Weak and A Question of Adultery. In 1959

Chaffey directed British Lion's Danger Within, a comedy drama set in a

POW camp. Its good reception brought Chaffey to the attention of Walt

Disney Studios, for whom he was contracted to direct a re-telling of

Greyfriars Bobby. Impressed with his work for them, Disney would

re-use him on another production with a Scottish flavour, The Three

Lives of Thomasina.

Chaffey’s next project was the ambitious Columbia/Charles H Schneer

version of Jason and the Argonauts, one of the best films to feature the

stop-motion animation of Ray Harryhausen. Soon afterwards. Hammer
approached Harryhausen with a proposal to remake Hal Roach’s 1939

prehistoric epic, One Mif/ton BC; Chaffey shot much of this complex

blend of live-action and model work, re-titled One Million Years BC, in

the Canary Islands. With the unforgettable image of star Raquel Welch

in a fur-lined bikini making magazine covers worldwide, the film would

become a international box-office hit. Chaffey stayed with Hammer to

direct 1967's The Whing Queen, an expensive historical adventure aimed
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the third and final film of their interlinked Karnstein trilogy, Twins of
Evil. Seen by some as the most elaborate of this series, Twins of Evil

established Hough as a horror director.

Following the success of his vampire piece, Hough was called upon
to complete the long-delayed Treasure Island. This international

CO- production had started life in i964; Orson Welles had originally

co-scripted, part-directed, and starred as Long John Stiver in this version

of the Robert Louis Stevenson classic. After Welles fell ill with a

gall-bladder infection and subsequently lost Interest in the project,

second unit director Jess Franco was asked to complete location work.

The picture went on hiatus sometime during 1965; Hough was brought

in by producer Harry Allan Towers to bring the film up to 95 minutes’

duration. 1973 saw Hough take on haunted-house horror The Legend of

primarily at the family market. Once again, he shot

overseas, in and around Eire’s Ardmore Studios.

Television beckoned in the late 1960s; Chaffey

would handle episodes of Patrick McGoohan’s allegorical

cult classic The Prisoner {Arrival, The Chimes of Big Ben,

Dance of the Dead and Checkmate) and ABC’s fantasy

adventure series The Avengers {Legacy of Death, Wish
you Were Here, Stay Tuned, Requiem and Who Was
That Man 1 Saw You With). He would return to

Hammer to direct Creatures the World Forgot, another

primitive-man escapade made upon the insistence of

Columbia after the success of One Million Years BC.

Produced and scripted by Michael Carreras, the film’s

South African location shoot would prove to be long

and arduous.

In 1976, Chaffey handled Disney's Australian

adventure. Ride a Wild Pony. He would work on many
more family-orientated pictures over the next few years.

Including Disney’s Pete’s Dragon, CHOMPS, and TV
movies The Magic of lassie: The Gift of love and Lassie: The New
Beginning. American television networks also employed him on series

such as Charlie’s Angels, Vegas, fantasy Island and T / Hooker. He made
his final film, the TV movie International Airport, in 1985. Don Chaffey

died in 1992, aged 85.

fJoH^ Jiom
“I don’t think Hammer is dead. A long sleep, maybe, but It will

be back."

- John Hough
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B
orn in London on 21st November 1941,

John Hough entered the film industry

sfraight from school as a sound engineer

with a London studio. After attending a

college course for film technicians, he

joined Associated Television as an

assistant director.

While working at ATV as a producer

Hough was invited to direct four episodes

of The Avengers (The Super-Secret Cypher

Snatch, The Morning After, Fog and

Homicide ond Old Lace), which in turn led

to an offer from Lew Grade’s ITC to direct

Instalments of its Roger Moore series

The Saint. Now firmly established in

television, in 1969 Hough was invited by

Hammer Films to direct Wolfshead - the

Legend of Robin Hood, a fifty-minute short

that Michael Carreras had hoped would

pilot a potential TV series. Beset with

post-production problems, the film was

eventually released in 1972 as a support

feature.

Hough’s first fully-fledged feature film

was the ITC thriller Eyewitness, a fast-

paced vehicle for young Mark (Oliver.')

Lester shot on location in Malta, In Spring

1971 Hough returned to Hammer to helm
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addicted son, it

met with no great

success upon its

1970 release.

Undeterred, Gibson

moved on to

Cinerama's

melodrama,

Goodbye Gemini.

Judy Geeson

headlined this lurid

fantasy about a

murderous brother

and sister in swinging London. The events of his next film, Hammer’s

Dracula AD 1972, would take place against a similarly groovy backdrop.

Michael Carreras employed Gibson to update the exploits of the

vampire Count in both this and its follow-up. The Satanic Riles of

Dracula. Slated at the time by critics and fans alike, the two modern-day

Draculas were box-office failures but nevertheless proved Gibson’s

ability to handle elements of both Gothic drama and low budget

action-adventure.

He appears to have worked briefly on 1977's Crash.', a curious blend

of occult themes and car chases, for which the directorial credit would

ultimately be claimed by schlock producer Charles Band. Gibson

transferred his talents back to television and received deserved acclaim

for his work on the award-winning Churchill and the Generals. 1980 saw

Gibson co-script {with Jeremy Paul) and direct a BBC Play for Today,

The Flipside of Dominick Hyde, in which Peter Firth portrayed a

time-traveller from the future hopelessly enmeshed in 1980s London.

This 90-minute piece was popular enough to warrant a sequel. Another

Flip for Dominick, two years later.

Also in 1980, Gibson directed two of the Hammer House of Horror

television films. The Silent Scream starred Peter Cushing as an ageing

Nazi doctor hiding out under the guise of a pet-shop keeper, whereas

the weird and wonderful TWo faces of Evil was a tale of homicidal

doppelgangers. Work in American television came in 1982 - a bioplc of

Gotda Meyer, A Woman Called Golda, and an adaptation of Agatha

Christie’s Witness for the Prosecution. He returned to Canada in 1985

to make Martin's Day, a movie detailing the relationship between an

escaped convict and the boy he kidnaps. Starring Richard Harris and

Lindsay Wagner, it proved to be Gibson's last work. He died of cancer

in 1987. -f

Hell House, a well-received chiller that won him

the USA’s Premier Prize of Film Fantasy. Later

that year, Hollywood beckoned with an offer to

direct Peter Fonda and Susan George in the

road movie Dirty Mary, Crazy Larry, a picture

that grossed over SlOOm for the studio and

catapulted Hough to the top, For Disney,

Hough handled Escape to 'WKch Mountain and

its sequel. Return from Witch Mountain, the

latter starring Christopher Lee and Bette Davis.

He would work with Davis again on Disney’s

The Watcher in the Woods. Other Hollywood

projects of this period included The Fan Club,

To Kill a Cadillac and Brass Target.

1980 saw Hough try his hand at horror once

again with the Canadian shocker Incubus, an

early entry in the 'splatter' genre. Triumph of a

Man Called Horse, another sequel in the saga of

the Native Americans, followed before Hough

returned to England and three episodes of the

anthology series Hammer House of Mystery

and Suspense: Czech Mate, an identity-crisis

melodrama set in Prague; A Distant Scream, an

intriguing ghost story; and Black Carrion, a tale

of two reporters caught up in the worlds of rock

music, murder, and horror.

Returning to Walt Disney in 1984, Hough directed The Black

Arrow for the Disney TV channel, before taking on UlP’s high-tech,

time-travelling version of Biggies, which would, sadly, feature Peter

Cushing’s last film appearance. His more recent work includes 1987’s

horror/thriller American Gothic and 1988’s werewolf sequel. Howling IV;

The Original Nightmare. In 1989 Hough became a director of the Grade

Company, for whom he has helmed a series of TV movies based on the

romantic novels of Barbara Cartland, including A Hazard of Heorts,

Dangerous love and The Lody ond the Highwayman.

Director Nan G/Oson gets s feiv points across during filming of

Dracjia AD1972 mtti, from above, Peter Cushing, Caroline Munro

and Stepiianie Beacham.

C
anadian Alan Gibson was

born in London, Ontario in

1938. He began his career as

an actor with the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation;

in 1967 he came to England

and trained in drama at the

Bristol Old Vic. Thereafter,

Gibson joined the BBC as a

trainee director and in the

two years between 1968 and

1970 was credited on over

thirty productions, including

episodes of the oil company

drama, The Tyoubleshoofers.

Impressed by Gibson’s

work for the BBC, Anthony

Hinds offered him a chance

to direct an episode of

Hammer’s first TV anthology

series, Journey to the

Unknown. His instalment,

Someone in a Crowd,

concerned itself with a

television reporter who

observes a number of

recurring faces appearing at

the scenes of major disasters.

This was soon followed by

his first feature film,

Hammer's Crescendo.

A Jimmy Sangster psycho-

thriller concerning the efforts

of a great composer’s widow

to pair off Stefanie Powers

with her crippled, heroin-
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